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IN llEGRO ADOPrICfiS 
A Thesis Slbmitted to the Faculty of the Graduate S:hool 
ot Ioyola tbiversity in Partial Fulfillment of 
the Requirements tor the Degree of 
Master of Arts 
FOREWORD 
This pilot research study concerns a relatively new social phenomenon-
trans-racial adoptions, and a subject concerning which there are no reliable 
tested guideline for adoptive pa.rents to f'ollow. The intent is to bring 
together some pieces of :ini"o:rmation and ideas that pertain to these .:f'orm of 
adoptions and the special plight of these children. Although this work ms:y 
be of some use to professionals in child welfare, it does not intend to be an 
analysis of opinions or practices of agencies. The goal of the study has been 
to secure and to present facts, in a fair and balanced fasldm, upon which 
to base change and improvement wherever possible. 
Some agencies which are pioneering in t...'1.ese forms of adoptions in 
the JJl.rger cities throughout the country are increasingly focusing their 
attention on the negro child adopted by a white parent. This has resulted in 
a substantial increase in suc.li applicants. 
The participation of the Adoption Information Service of Chicago has 
been particularly effective deTeloping more effective service for Negro 
ch:i.ldren. It is our hope to strengthen the effectiveness of the program. 
ln ti.>ne this study may serve in a small degree as a base for intra.-
racial a:nal,ysis of similar problems, attitudes, or diff•erences relating to 
Negro faxrd.lies adopting white children. Although these are still small in 
nurriber, they must be recognized. 
It is quite apparent that certdn aapeets of this study would not be 
applicable to similar studies in other metropolitan areas. 
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AGKMOWLBDil'l.fE:UTS 
A sizeable mun.bar of people pa.l"tioipated, assisted, and advised 
dur:ing ·t;he planning, the data. gathering, and the analysis of this study. To 
mention all would not be .feasible. However, to omit mention or some wuld be 
unthinkable. ?tr special a.cknowledgem.e11t and indebtedness is directed to the 
various adrninistrative heads in fublic Welfare in the Greater Chicago Area: 
Florence McGovern, Roberta stoll, Helen Benjaud.n, Deborah ~bsely, Troy Hudson, 
!hrtha Sellers, Ruth Adcock, and lbrthe.a. IeneJ all the adoptive parents 'Who 
offered response, interest, and invaluable in.i'ormation, dem:mstrating again 
the cheerful and perennial f:lnding that most people are glad to have their own 
experience used in an effort to help othars. 
With the formation of the Adoption Information Servioe in the state 
of Illinois, there now emerges a special intereerii and wrld.l'lg for the 11Hard 
to Place." It would be unfair to "Lf>.ke Blu.t'f Children •s Homett not to a.cknow• 
ledge it as one of the first and foremost in the work of placing Negro children 
for ai.:loption aJ':'JOng white parents. 
F:ina1.1.y-, I would like to thank certain counselors: :ors. Donald 
Brleland, Paul Mur..~y, Advisor Ross Scherer and Mr. William 11.."l>Ckey for their 
helpfulness and patience through the variety of frustrations ·w'i.th this 
research study. 
DJTRODUCTION 
This research ia a beginning effort to look at -white parents who have 
n.dopted the Negro child. The social and personal data gathered came from 
white couple adoptive pa.rents, observations of :recognized staff, caseworkers 
and case records in all stages of development within the sixteen adoption 
agencies o:t the Greater Chicago area. It was foreseen that these findings 
would have the heuristic effect of suggesting a future research un<lertald.ng 
of a more complex nature., that is1 follow-up study of these adoptive pa.rents 
to ascertain more tinelytheir motives, attitudes, and reactions in time 
development. 
l.tdle cases.or trans-racial adoptions have been recorded and some 
early research has been effected, this particular attempt presents certain 
unique characteristics. In arranging these adoptions into Caucasian ho~s, 
the children have been considered as Negro. 
In view of this relatively new experiment, it is not s'lll'Pl"ising that 
virt.ua.lly no research exists in this area. This study is the first to be 
focused on the particular characteristics of white couples in ID.rick adoptions 
in the Chicago area. we lmov of no other study were population consisted 
only of Black children placed in white homes. 
The decision to focus research interest upon these adoptions stemmed 
from the absence or :tactual int"ormation upon 'Which judgments could be1~ 
tor 1oore etteotive placetnents of this adoption type, coupled with the J>l'SSel'lt 
rising rac:tal issues which face us as a conm.mity and nation. 
iv 
'lbere is not very much known a.bout the outcome for these white couples. 
The results have tended to be regarded as purely of an administra.ti ve nature 
where certain handicaps in the lack of manpower and fllnds prevD.il. Deeirti.ngJy 
a general restraint prevailed because of the sensitivity of the iscJ.e or 
possibly being easily misunderstood by the lay people. 'llle lack of inf'ormaticm 
in this area 'll'Ayhave the overall at.feet of increasing negative stereotypes 
about soeial agencies. 
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CIIAPl'ER I 
OPERATIOM OF ADOPTIONS 
Toda,y 1n the ~ted St.ates, there are about ~.ooo children who are 
bom out of 'ftdlock ever, year and who are w:tthout ho-. of their own..l It 
is estimated that ninety per cent of these aft re.tarred to agencies tor ureJ 
the remaining reside with the mot.her, relative-a, or Mende. In the words of 
Peerl I:nck1 "1.bis does not take into account other unwanted childl'cl, whose 
parents are dead or divorced, or who cannot or will not care for them for 
personal or economic reasons. The tot.al of neglected and deeerted Children 
is unreported. ,.2 These are the ch1ls:lren who are li'Ving in f'ostar care, that 
is, in f O@ter fam1l1es and in large OOUP• in 1nst1\ut1ons. They are under 
the w..perriaion of 800ial agencies-P\'lblic and private-in variowl comnmd:ties 
throughout this oountr.r• Some of these children will reach majority age in 
foster care. some will retttm to their relatives or to their ta.1ld.l.1es, and 
numy o.t these children v.U1 retum to foster care· ag8in• ot this large number 
of waiting children, on~ a fn will be adopted.l Apin1 ot the "herd to 
place" children, still fewer will be adopted. These children bear pqchologiea 
lArthur A. CUlpbell and James D. CoNhig1 "1lhe Incidence of IDegi ti::~ 
in the arl.ted states• ~¥are in Rev_iew. (Ma;r, 1967)1 4. 
. 2~el S. lbck1 Cbildr9n; fgt Ad2}?Uon (New York: Random Hause, 
1964), P• lO. ' 
)Viola Be:mard, AdoJ>!rion (New Yorks Child Welfare league of AmerieaT\ 
Inc., 1964) 1 P• 21. • ' 
socia.11 and phy'sical handicaps and are often oi a minor:i.ty g.roup.4 The least 
adopted child is the Negro either by mack or mite parent. 
'lhe question has often been raised llhy roore Negro couples are not 
eager to adopt, and studies have been conducted to discover why so few Negroes 
seek to adopt.S These studies are rather puazling, since a glance a·t. 1ihe 
statistics published by the u.s. Child:l"en 1a air.au. tor 1966 shows thai# 721500 
white couples and 8tl00 Negro couples adopted Children unrelated to tnem.6 
Since Negroes are approx:l:mate:l7 one-tenth ot tlie population, they are adopting 
in pro:portion to whites. \hen w remember that adoption is heavily con-
centrated in the more proaperoua groups of the white population while_ a hip 
proportion ot Hegl'Od are 1n the least prosperous groups, ~· would appear 
to be aiopting in an unwsal.l1' h1dl Pl"OJ>Or't-ion compared to whites of a similar 
economic level. The problem is that there are so many Negro children in need 
ot homes that llegro families would have to ad.opt in enormous diap1"0port;1on to 
1fhite families to absorb them. 
'lhere is a conviction among most proteesional child welfare workers 
that every child has a right to hia own parents, and that it his otm. parente 
have proved inadequate he should, 1t possible, be provided with pel;"m811e'nt 
substitute parenta, ideall;r throu~ adoption. However, in agenq and communit 
4Florence G. Brmm, ~J?tions ot Children with Spe;cW Need.a (New Yorks 
Child Welfare l'.eague ot Amerrca 1:nC., $Bl, P• 5. · 
)Se9ton w. Manning, "The Changing Negro Familyt !mplioations tor the 
Adoption of Children" Ch:i.34 Welt ore (November, 1964) 1 480-48S. . 
6u.s. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Children's aireau 
§j!atistical Ser:t.ee 88, 19671 P• l. 
planning tor children, a variety of conditions have been th0ught to prevent 
many c.l:tildren from attaining a permanent family.' Some, amng the general 
public, ha:.,. accused the agencies or antiquated methods. others blame in• 
adequate, outdated legislation. '!'he public has lacked understanding of 
adoption agencies because changes have been taldng place rapidly. According 
to !tr,ron R. atevlin, "Adoption practice and philosophy have changed radio~ 
and rapidly in the last ten years, and our pr~ctiees Md philaso}ily may be 
unrecognisable two decades hence. 111 l'o one is clear about the extent of the 
discrepancy which exists, between 'the great demand among the adopting public 
for children Who &'l"8 physioal.ly and peychologtca.rcy- tit, and the oversu.pp:Qr 
of children with physical or racial hadicapa, pa.rticularl.v the Nogro child.a 
. Th.is i.4! all noted by Dr• Johr\ J. lanes 
Finally, a WO'l"d should be sa.:ld about those children who are 
considered non-adoptable. They are the handicapped, non-
white children, and th.ose who a.re wll past in.t'sney. It is 
ironic that there are man.T more o:f these children available 
tor adoption than parents who wish to adopt them. 
• • • Clearly 1 White pa.rents Who adopt Negro children must 
possess considerable courage and deep lOft of children. 
Jbth they and the ad0pted child m1JY suffer tha taunts and 
cr1t1d.sm1 if' not ostracism, of nei~bors. fut sometilEa 
these adoptions do work out very we11.9 
71':b'ron R. Ohevlin, "Adoption Outlook," Ado!ffiion Outlook1 ~ois 1266, 
Papera presented at a state wide conference, Ch!eago, tfllnois1 1~2', 19~. 
P• l. 
a . 
Henry s. Maas and Rl.chard E. Ehgler Jr., Children in l~eed of Parents 
(New York and !Dndon: Columbia University Presa, 1§~9), P• "6. ' 
9 John J. !{,~, Adoizt~ng a Chilg ("Cll!retian Pu.blicationa:" Ohicago s 
Claretian Press, l967J 1 P• 21. 
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Certain characteristic requirements of adoptive parents as policy by' 
agencies have been a prochlet ot an earlier. stage. These policy requirement. 
:for adopting parent dlaracteriatica &l"9 an. anachronism. Original.lT the 
approaoh haa been domlnated bJ" a rather puritanical philosophy. The un.spokan 
assumption was that an adoptiw parent vu good or bad, dependent on reapect-
ability 1 morality, and cleanliness. The practice renected the middle claas 
mores o:f time•h later, caseworkers beCame more iden.t1.t'1ed with the child and 
aa a reault more pa.rt;ioular about adoptive homes, developing standarized 
outlines &?Ji detailed. and topical toms covering the various general areas 
o:f the adoptive pa:rent•s 1Ue1 od.tting mw:h or the f'leah and blood. The 
toll.owed the taking into account of attitudes ~ behavior of ree.l people. 
Beporta of parent beh&"fiorotter some substantive facts will.eh reveal 
the Jd.nd of l.Ue the tdopti'99 parents are living. Data as snoh are used not 
as an erd 1n themselves or as a substitute tor knowing the pereon. The 
background material 19 used as knowledge tor a special type of inter-relation-
ship. It.a pury>ose is not to va.lidate or to tavalidate a. penon, but to obtain 
a. greater under8ta:n.ding of him.lO The preaent siiRlation ie a nz.tu:ral starting 
point from which is derived aign:ltlcant material t.h&t enlightens the present 
and becomes of value rs same criterion of the future. In the question of 
ciiaracteristics, being an adoptive parent ia different from be:ing a parent ·to 
one•s own child. 1'bre ao in the case of Wlite-Negro adoptions .is this obse 
"Cross racial or au.ltural adoptions ere not nev. Inteme.tional Social ;;)ervice 
lOib~thy Hutc.lrlnson, In ~st of Foster Parents (11ew York: t Columbia 
thiversity Preas, 1943), PD• 4-~. 
has been helping children ot mixed racial background in Jape11 and Korea. In 
most instances the :fathers were u.s. military pereo,nnei.,•11 
Observation is the beginning ot understanding. Suoh parents have 
certain distinguilh:lng :features not found in other adoptive parents. The 
purpose of t4iS thesis is to at:hieve some understanding o:t this particular 
type ot ad.option, whereby it accent• the real.iat1c features-a question of 
knowledge for use. Indirectly, this knowledge will possibly conr'lbu.te in 
a practical way to the selection and evaluation prooessee. 
W'ltb.in recent years, new mode8 of OOJmllmrl cation are breaking down 
parochial att.itudu. As mn discover that institutions and ouetoms ditter 
enormou.al.y from one society to the next, it beco•a inueasinalT dU'f'ioult 
to hold that one•a om institutions aa unalterable. Increasing~, it is easy 
to conceive of a societ;y in which men ccnsciQUaly lh ape their institutions 
and customs to serve in the direction of hmnan dignity and integl"ity.12 li>re 
recently• another coneequence has become appa:rent. 'lhe oonac:lence of the 
white man in the civil rights movement is willing to denounce md ·even oppose 
a ayatem that infringes on the cardinal tenets of democracy. The :U1•ention 
is to use and act upon 1ntermediary avenues 'Which lead to tr\13 mutual acceptance 
and racial equality.-
I P• • 
l2"The New Melting Pot,"~· December 21 1966, PP• 31 ... 31. 
!his stud..y is proposed to measure characteristics ~ 'ttlite adoptive 
parents of Negro children 1n keeping with our changing times. ihe intent ia 
to carry on a continuing stud,- ot th& casework program-its method.a, results, 
and other pertinent aspects, 80 as to base change and~ on .tact.a. 
It is of importance to note that the term '*Negre" will be inter-
changeab:cy- used with •Black.• 'thia is in keeping with the present sooia1. 
trend. According to Ierone Bmnett.1 "1'1mes ot racial atresa ~ tumecl 
, 
0 
out t.o be the -times men the naa pme vu pl.Qad the h&l."deat. •ll Jn thi8 
timea ot o:r.l81s1 the NfllJl'O militants haft come flll1 circle 'back t.o the late 
18th celtu:ry with ferwm:t attempts to strengt;hm tiaa wit.11 an Atriean ha.ttage. 
Wi.tMn the Jut daoate the conoe:r-ted at.fort haa been predom:lnantlJ" thro'uah 
the use of the term "Bl.aok,• an :l.dentit,. with "Black Power" which d.i:rected 
to ereating equal opport.uni:ty in life as wll u lalf.14 Alao of leaser Choice 
are the other terms as •Afro-.A.mM'ican,• •African American,• •A.tram,• ttBrmm. 
American," and "Soul people.• 
EXISTIUG FOID-5 OF fl.Jl)P'l'IONS 
Four existing forms 0£ adoptions ~' no?'m8.J.1 gray market, black 
market, and subsidised. Normal lldoptions are processed by public or private 
agencies w.iifu the parents• legal consent, according to the lan of the state 
and the policy of the agency. The time can vary from tour nnnths to two years. 
lltsrone Bennett Jr., "'Whet •s :i.n the Ntmie" !?s!z, (Movember, 1967). 
14nmaok Power in Detroit,• ~ Bltl&tion Newsletter,, IV, March, 1968. 
It is estimated that 71 per cent ot all adoptions are aaoounted tor in this 
manner.15 
The next form of adoptions is called V& market or ~deJ.!!dent 
adoptiona, wich account for 27 per cent. A legal contract is entered into 
bjl" the couple and the child ta mother, with a lavyar or a doctor usual~ as a 
go-between. The proced.111"0 wolves only a m1n:i:mwn of time and effort. A 
1 
riak factor always remains. 1here an no saf'epal'ds agains\ tbe heal.th or 
mental prolll.ema ltd.ch, undetectable at birth, ean material.ile. Often the 
natural mrther kncnm: the adoptive couple's Jl8Jlle and add.rue. SJ.nee ah• 
herself baa lacked arq qattlmatic counael:lng1 the couple can have no contidenoe 
a.bout the pet'!'lllrlenoe ot her clecis1on to rel.1nquiah the child. It 18 le~ 
possible tor the .-ther to take back her ehUd at any time before a judge bas 
made the adoption t1nal and ~cabJ.e-.uu~ fd.x mantha or a ,.at" t.rom 
the dq the couple gets the baby. There 1a a tendcoy of so• public and 
private agencies to seek legialat1on. 1'.lereby these 1IOl1ld be ourta:Ued, thus 
laasSling the number of tragedies in such adoptions. Yet1 Rael Jul IPao• 
in dealing with indepe:let ad.optiona, ..,,. ••• • • important ia the tan that 
so far there ia no evidence of my significant di.f'ference 1n the way- agency 
16 
and independent adoptions tum out." 
l5Jtl.chard Meeyman1 "The Story ot an Adoption•" Itife, (June 21, 1968) 
P• 84. 
It is pointed out by Helen L. Witmer et al., thats 
!n our ~le, the proportion o£ adoptive parents 
who were 1fharassed" by the natural .,a.rents was r~her 
small. Thirty of the 484 a.doptiw couples had told 
the Wel.fare !lepe.rtment ts investigators d.urlng the period 
1944 to l94T that they were having or had had difficulties 
with the natural parents, and six others told our inter-
viewera at f ollow...iup in 1956 and 19S7 o£ ha'ring had such 
problems,. Togethei; such eases constitute 7 per cent of 
all that were atudied.17 
8 
The 8\lbject of !ndependent versus agency adoptions is perennially in debate. 
According to ~ R. Chevlin1 "l\>l'haps w need to give more thw~ to steps 
we mst take :m the adoption field to change the tact that the Jmerican pu.blio 
ia not ready to say that on:Q' agencies lhould place children tor ad.option. al8 
'.the large mmber ot parents co tum to this sov.rce eonaist ot thoae 
'Who have bMn turned down u ~ euitabl• tor adoption .for aome reason. cne 
agency may reject a couple and an.other .,..,. aooept the a11.me people. 1'he re-
jection undoubted.~ caues a ~ oondemation, an emba.J:7aasment, and a 
d.eaperate 'Wming to other available sourcea. 'fhe1"e may be couples 11>.o become 
impatient w.I. th polici&a of the age.noyJ or mo have not tu.med to another &geDCJ • 
Th.ere are families ..no never oonta.cted an agency and their first opportunit,-
18 a private sau.rce.19 ' 
l7ne1en L. Witmer~~' In~t Adcmtions (llew York• lb.ssell 
Sage Foundation, 1963)1 P• ~ · 
18Chnlin• P• 1). 
The thi:bd .f'orm of adoptions is the black market, wich accounts tor 
the lovest percentage. 'l'he mother or the !ather privately, free 0£ my 
legalism, give or sell their child to a couple.20 Strong laws across the 
nation :f'oreetull7preyail against such practices. 
9 
The final form ot adoption which is relati ve'.cy" new in practice 1a the 
subsidized adoption. S:lnce aooial work :is !aoing the spectacular rise in the 
number of Children who are in need of adopti'V9 parents, the Adoption Section 
of the Chicago legion of the Child Care Aasoeiation of Illinois has focused 
its attention on eubaidized adoption as one possible va7 ot expanding adoption 
resources tor children. A aubaidiled adoption ia 8l11' adoptive plan 1n wh1eh 
the agency continues financial :lnvolvemmt beyond the point 0£ legal. COl'.Ul\Urla• 
tion. It diff'ers ~m other types of agency sponsored, Jang-term ca.re (so.oh 
as quasi-adoption) in that the child is legally adopted. The practice bas 
been received with :mob enthusium by the local agencies. Any' assessment of 
its develoJlll«lt at the present time wou.J.d be di.f'fioult to make.21 
20Martha M. Eliot, Behind the R> tJ!S• Department of HealtJl, 
Mucation and \elta.i-ef Chilcfrcis l.ire~iashington1 D.C.t u.s. Govemment 
Printing Oft'ioe, 19$SJ P• 7• 
23n&ois Child Care Aesociat4*11 Subeidized MtW!ion (Chicego: 
Adoption. Section 1968 ). 
CHAPJ.'ER ll 
PURroSE 
The purpose of this thesis is to secure information on the most 
difficult forms of adoptions, white couples of Negro children, This is a 
rising and relatively new soeia.1 situation. The intention is to collect 
data. on the characteristics of parenta in their natural emr.S.ronment. 
10 
Some of the qpestions to be &nlllf8l'ed aret 1rho &1'9 these people? 
\mere m-e these people found spatially? What kinds of people moat like:cy-
ere to adopt? A1'9 organisational factors signif':loant 1n the role of adoptive 
parents? What 81'9 some social.-psychologioal motivations? 
The decision to focus upon such research stems from the ta.ct that 
little is known about such mite couples. The· lack of in.formation 1n thia 
area rrmy add to the growing dilemma ot the· "hard to place" Negro child. The 
material is intended to stimulate thought and action toward modifying or 
changing attitudes toward these different and more complex adoptions. 1119 
researcher ia faced w! th the task or naluating a nllll8rl experience and f~ 
la.ting soma tentative hypotheses. 
Tb.a researcher is interested :in more than one property, ao that he 
may unOOYer the principles throu.fll which properties are related to one a.t9ther 
within the S}'Btem. The more propertiea the researcher uses, the more roun.ded 
the picture of the system becomes, ao that ideally he may deal with mmy 
i>ovelant propert.iea in the model. Yett the Dl>l"e· the properties uaed.1 the 
more complex the handling of the inter-relationships a.mane them beeomea. Thus, 
alt.houdl the desire to understand the system may preu for max!m:tza·i:.ian of the 
ll 
number of properties used, the practical di.t.ficulties tend to restrict this 
number. In the practical. approach to this atud71 particularly it being 
relatively new, Dr. Rosa Seherer22 and Dr. Ibnald Irieland,2.3 advised handling 
~;:.hole complex ot properties by working in a partially exploratory and nostly 
descriptive .f'a.Siion. This qualitative description will serve the imnort.rnt 
pii:rpose or dealing with the social system. in the J."OUl)j. It will lend i.taelt 
to·;1ard other research w1 th the many problems presented and in greater depth. 
Ch the basis or the factual data gathered, an attempt is made to point 
out some pertinent problems and to .form.late aome ten:tative h1J>othes~. These 
were not meant to be definitive, but rather to provide suggestions for i"Uture 
reaearch and validation of this f\>rm of study. 
In view of present racial tensions and in view of the chanf"c~ involved 
in adopting proced'Ul'es in t~ra.cial adoption, 1 t is intperati ve to ber;~ the 
study of Negro adoptions rd.th Caucasian.a. As suggested by some, it is possible 
that the ~ ~- could becone a cau.aal tactor in the disruntion of 
~relations b:I' over-e:xpoaing Black relationships or b,rbringing to 11.ght 
otherwise unnoticed. aspects of trans-rac:ial living. However, since roeial wol'k 
practices rest to a great degree upon social psychological knowledge, it 1G1ld. 
seem that a stud)r' in lIUick adoption wuld be bane1'1c1al. Such studies add to 
the larger t\md at knowledge and a::ltb.er confirm or suggest changes in nresent 
sooial wolk pracUces ae tJ1fV' relate to Black adoptions. 
22 
Interview with Ross P. Scb8l"el' (Chairman), lh.D., l'.eyola Universit:rt 
Chicago, Illinois,. JU1y 231 1968. 
2
'I:rtterview With Donald Briel.and, Fh.D., University of ChiellgOt 
Chicago, DJJnois, Jul)" 221: 1968. 
CHAPr:&R llI 
PROOJIDURE AND Ml!.'THOD 
This explorator.y pilot atud7 carries a general design and executed 
plan with a certain recital of J.1mitat:1.ons and ditfioult1es. Relative to 
methodological procedures, em:tnent researchers and nciologists have been 
conaultedt tr. Ross P. Scherer (Oha:i.rman), ·Sociology Dept. !oyola University, 
Dr. Paul llmd.7124 Sociology Dept. !Dyola Universit7, Dr. Donal Briel.and, 
D:lrector of s.s.w. Univenit,. of Chicago, em:inent:cy- inwlved in family 
rese&l'ch1 Mr. stanisi. P1110V&-rsk1,2S Director of Cook County Social Research, 
Chicago Il.l.inois, and t1llO pan.ding sociology ~toral candidates: Mt-. William 
Ma.ckey-1 26 and ~. W:t.11iam McCready.27 
RESFAroH METHCD 
The study was selected to find certain pertinent tacts of behavior of 
these white adoptive parents who take in Negro children. lhe conditions of 
these families reneot apeoia.l valueein social interaction, d.itf erent trom 
other families. These pa:rtiou.lar families and their roles of pa.rent are the 
objects of the descriptive observation. ':the empirical observations on 
2~terri.ew with Paul Hmdy, Fh.D., Ioyola University, Ch:tca.go1 
Illinois, September 231 1968. 
25Interrl.ew with s&Mislaw Pi"WOWarsld.• Director of Cook County Social 
Rese~roh, Chiea.go1 Illinois, August 5, 1968. 
26
:rnterview with William Msokay, lh.D. cantidate, Ioyola thiversity, 
Chicago, Illinois, June-August ( 6 interviews). 
21r.nterviD with William l't2_rQady1 lb•.Dt esn<lidate, University of ChictWJ. Chic&?O IJ.linois. J11ne•J'u..1..v l -5 mwrv:i..ewsJ. 
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adoptions will be translated into simple research by gathering •xP8rienced 
observable descriptive facts, where upon logioa.1 in.tenmces Tdll unsue. The 
descriptive observation provides the surest me.ans of understianding the adoptive 
.family "in the round." 
GATHERJ.lIG THE DATA 
The data gathering .focused primarily on the adoptive couples and 
experienced obserTation of atatt members of' adoptive agencies. 'lhe recognized. 
staff in adoptions has a background :ln the s:> ei.al sciences and years of 
experience in public welfare. F\J.rther1 questioning was used and grmip con-
ferences were held with the appointed caseworkers who have special orientation 
1n these partioulary adoptions. Case and court; records, Which deal with each 
case in a fairly intensive and detailed manner were utilized as secondary 
sources. Information baa been solicited from the Children •s aireau, Department 
of Health, &iucation, and lrelfa:rie1 Wesb:i.ngton1 D.c., a.nd from leading adoption 
agencies on trans-racial adoptions in Illinois, New lbrk, Cali:tornia, 
Mhmesota1 and JbntreaJ.1 Canada. 
USE OF MFASUREMENT 
A fairly atandlu.'dized plan for the gathering and classificat:ton of 
data via concrete indiemts of behavior, was used. i'be gathering and clusi-
f'ying of the data on the .f'Drl.lies will be presented under the headings oft 
ecological...-dem:>graphie1 ethnicitya-.national origin, age and health1 occupat:tm 
education, relig:l.on, orgedsationa1 motivation, and ta1Yd.lial relat:ton~hipa. 
In general, this information i8 specifie to the i"amil.y studied. There is 
the knovledge to be gained a.a to libether the parents' relPtiotuJhips a.re stable 
or unstable, whether the parents a.re authoritarian or permissive, dependent 
or independent, leaders or ca.tl'o:rmista. The investigation o£ the famil,y in 
the adjustment will be conceived not as a simple characteristic but as multi• 
d:i.mmlsional inter-rela:M .. onllilip. In this manner the f'UJi4r will be presented 
in the larger social structure. 
MF..ASUR .. ~M~rl' AND DESCRIPrI01'1 COMBIMED 
C\'l the one band, a s.rstematic procedure will be used in the hand.1.~-!lg 
of propet"ties that afford a degree of precision in measurement. Qi the other, 
explanatory supplements will be used to make room for unexpected t:J.ndings. 
THE INTERVIEW WITH COUP!ES 
Since the project was an exploratory study, a teclmique was reqi.rl.red 
that was sufficiently field.ble to permit notation of the parents• reactions 
and the inaerli('l"l of stateiients ot individual oases and points of new, Jltcb 
precaution was ui;ilised to hold these sessions 1d.. th both parents to a minima 
of time, not beyond one hour, purpose was to avoid any obscurity of tact 
through a lag of interest or oftr-arod.ety. thless any of these was noted, 
the interview would contmue. The actual assist to uphold the first; part 
came from the reasoned and experienced counsel to obtain all possible 
information from case records previous to the engagienent. 'l'he daa.:rtb or .fa.etua 
data made it necessary to use a technique that would make it poesible to collid 
these .tacts as quickly and efficiently as poesible. 'lbe interview achedul:t 
made it possible to obtain t.he requil"OO. data in ai e~irle.al. matmerJ also 
it provided an opportunity to colleet other observable material. 
THE DJ'I'EHVIJ!l,J SCHEDUJE 
Certain general principles o:f the interview schedule construction 
were used as guides (Fanshel l957J Maas 1959J ~!Slo, Davis, md Jenkins 1961J 
iJltmer1 Herzog, Weinstein, and Sullivan 1963). Tr.e final cony resulted with 
its review and suggestions by Drs. Briel.and, Mmdy, and Scherer. It :includes 
measurements of couples' experiences at both the attitudinal and behavioral 
J.evels. Questions we.re asl~et~e or both husbands and wives. 
The underlying principle in its constrnction was to obtain face 
validity of the data to be gathered. The design was so arranged. as to l"leasurG 
the cha:racteriaties as simply and. factuall.y possible under the oimunatances. 
THE CHI ID •S ADJUSI'MENT 
The parents were given the opportunity to speak tree'.cy" about the 
chi.ld • s adjustment in the nev family. Further intormation was gathered on 
the child from the oasEJ'WO?'ker Who was irm:red:ta.tely involved with the family. 
ETHICS-CONFIOE!YCE 
1n all data-gathering, of utmost of concern were the ethical practices. 
Much care wns exe11 cised in guarding all confidences of the agencies and the 
people interviewed. A double check and review of the inf"ornmtion wa.s made b.r 
counselor and advisor so as to avoid m:y :possible identi.f.'icat.ion where 
revelation might have been damaging. A speela.l coding was employed f'or all 
persons and agencies. 
As is customary in this sort of study, the intervie<.<J'er consistently 
avoided attemt;pting to give direct advice or therapy. If the adoptive parents 
directly asked f'or help, it we.a suggested they consult an appropriate agency. 
J.6 
R1~CTIOII TO 'l'IIB STUDY 
The majority o:r the agencies approved the study with muei't enthusiasm 
and sup'OO:rt. The feeling seemed to prevail that mu.ch more concern an.d interest 
should be directed tow:::rds these adoptions but there are limitations of 
pers.:mncl and funds. 
The parents Wat"e very approving of the study partl,y to 1nake known 
their experiences and pos~ibly to assist others Wl.o :may be contemplating a 
similar decision. 
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OHAP.rER IV 
THE sroDY POPUIATION 
In order to obtain a more adequate understanding ot the population 
o:t this study, it was decided to include some background on this rel&tiirely 
new social pheomcm.on, tran.a-racial aioptions. By det1nition1 a trans-racial 
adoption is the incorpwation within a fam1l.y' by adoption ot a child ot 
di.fferent :racial heritage. Ae a social phenomanon, hoverer, it represents a 
deviant pattem of family' formation, one that is different from the views and 
customs of the general society. In a society technically formalized aa ours, 
social stereotypes and legal coq>l.9Xities 1nhibit the cross-ethnic and racial 
adoption of ott'BP%'ing. According to Mias Oalla;r1 
In the brief epan or thirty JG&rs a revolution bu 
occurred. in regard to adoption. 'lbere ia a greater acceptanee 
ot it as a custom. and more ~ are being pl.aced in adopt-
:tng homes. Yet there is still a ohallenge to be met, tor there 
remain certain groups ot children tor mom a.dopti"t'9 hOl'f1811 are 
atUl acaroe. 'lhese are ehildren of Jld.nori'fjy racial groups, 
especially the Negro child, older children, and children. with 
rather serious phyaical probltm11s. • • • .Many aooial agencies 
are changing their practices 1n an attempt to take u.p the chal• 
lenge •• • .hom. '!1JI" obaervat.ion, the increase cai be traced to 
!'our factors: interest 1n :improved race relations and 1n racial 
eqwaJ.itn mm"'9 flexible criteria tor choosing adoptive p&nmteJ 
publicityJ and the actual increase itself', which oi"ten resulted 
in adoptive panmts hd'l.uencing :f'rienda tnarda anplying tor 
non-vb! te children. 28 · · ··· 
28<ra.oe Gal.la1'1 "Inter-racial Adoptions", Cmaia Welfare, (November-
Decem'ber, 1963). P• 248. 
It is similarly noted in an article appearing 1n Newsweek, 
Fitteen years ago when somebody cam in 8ll<l said they 
wanted a child of another race, we thought they were neurotic, 
says Walter A. Hettth1 Director of Ioa Angeles County l.lapartment 
of Adoptions. 'We just did not consider it. t Meither did any 
other agency. 
As the nation •s biggest adoption agency (2,503 eo~leted 
adoptions 1966), the IDs Angeles department like nation-wide 
adoptian agencies still finds its I11>st difficult problem is 
placing its Negro ch11dren. The sipiticance of it is that 
it is a beginning which adoption ~· generally agree could 
not have been done a decade ago.29 
It ie ~ :1n recent t:tmiee that eocial scientiats haw become intere · 
in sone of the dilemmas of adoptions. A review of the litenture (Valk, 19511 
Iit'own, l9S9J Carlson, l961J tplo, Dms, Jenldnds, l961J Witmer, Henog, 
Weinstein, Sulli:nn 1963) disclose few of the studies on trans-racial 
adoptions. Vmous groups emerged. to give impetus to trans-racial adoptions. 
&oh organisations as The Open Door Society lncorporatodt H:>ntreal.1 l9)9J 
Holt Adoption Program, Ellgene, Oregon• l9>9J ltrents to Adopt Minorit;.r 
Youngsters, St. Paul.1 Mt.nneaota,. l961J Lake Blut.t Children's Home, Leke mu.rt, 
lllinois, 1961, are examples of deliberate efforts to plaoe children trans• 
The population of adopted Blaok child.ren is thus unique Id.nee th.,-
have been placed without refermce to racial appearance into mite faroilies. 
For parents 1lho have embraced these reaponaibil:t.ties, additional d:i.nensioms 
are added to the adoptive situation. This t:rpe of adopt.ion is relatively 
new and tmcht1:rted social territory. The adoption ot Negro infants by -whites, 
writes Harriet Fricke 1 aeema to be auffieientl.y :in"1ovati ve to be called 
•the little revolution.•JO '1be oommnity•s attitude to such an nperiarant 
is liable to be far more complex than in the case of white children or those 
of similar racial heritage, since these adoptions represent a point of conflict 
for two held values or our s:>ciety. en the one hand, a fam:lly almost be 
definition should be racially homogeneous; on the isthe hand, «Very child, aa 
e. birthrigb'ti1 ia entitled to a home. Since, however, it is impouible to 
provide these children with racial.l;r homogeneous homea, one is forced to 
choose botween the two. These factors rray in:tensUy the problems of adoption, 
or they may serve as mitigating i:afluences. In either caee1 the situation of 
this group of adoptiw pa:ren:t»s is di.tterent even from that of the alreooy 
atypical adoptive one. 
It is with these parents, and indj.rectly their a.dopl;ed children, that 
the present study is concerned. Any' social innovation has at least two 
elements in :lnt.eractiarn the p:rocea• and the innovators. Nor are the two 
independentJ an understanding of the nature of those vho1 for whatever reasC11, 
are able and willing to change a convention of our society oan help to clari.t'y 
moh a.bout the nature or the ehSlge itself. 1'hua it is on \be g1'0Up of inno-
vators, the a:loptive parents, that our attention is focused tor W.s pilot 
research study. 
A DEFirlITION OF RA.CE 
It is necessr-:ry to indicate certain assumptions about racial identifi-
cation between biological basis and. comon notions o:t socdaty. Difficulties 
~ Frickel "Interracial Ad.option: 'lbe Uttle Revolution,• 
Social l'lbrk. (Jal.v. 1965J .. PP• 92-97. 
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of biological nature a.re nm.ltiple men clear classifications are attempted. 
'nlis is exemplified b;y Haring, who says, "Atteq>ts to classify mankind in a 
specific number of well-defined •races • invariably fail. 1t3l Richmond indicate 
that tt'l'here a.re no clear cut boundaries between dii'ferent raoes.•32 Writers 
as Ehrlich and Holm express that "the problem of taxonomic structure within 
the species Hol'OO So.piems is very complex. • •• It is an error to believe that 
human subspecies or races ere th:inp that may be d1lllOU88ed and compared.1133 
Hence, the notion ot race rests on more or less arbitrarily designated 
boundaries. 
The present study deals with the sociaJ.1 rather than the biological 
meaning ot race. Certain social scientists, by their uee of t.119 term •aooial 
race• indicate " ••• t..tie ey in ~m.~.ch the nembers of society classify each 
other by pl1)'1fical characteristics.•34 A:mold Rose says, nm krerlca the 
llegro race is much more a social race than e. biological one. '!be Negro is 
socially de.fined as anyone displaying a..v Ne.groid characteristics or ~ne 
32
.anthany- H. R!ch.'1'10lld, .The Color ~bl"1• (Nev Yorks Doubleday mi 
Oo., 19~4), P• 14• 
33Paul R. ihrlioh and Ricahrd w. Holm, "A B1.ological View of Baoe'* 
M>nta,g;z, PP• 166-77 • 
34Cbarles F. Marden a.nd Cllai;ys ~. !$lnoritiea ip. .America~ (Hev York 
American Book 09., 1962) P• 60. 
having any known Negro ancestry,u35 According to Ehrlich and Holm, "1.n 
the United St2tes, :tor instance, anyone mo is not }:'.Ure white and has tJro.:Y 
known Negro ancestry is a Negro.n.36 
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Although the word *trace" has very little basis in scientific :ta.ct, it 
is neceasary to use it in scientif'ie research, because it has important though 
not necessarily consistent meaning for persons. Since the study deals with 
the social rather than the biologica1 def.inition of race, the judgnmxt of "the 
professional agencies was used. From the researoher•a limited observation 
of the population stud!ed1 the ohildntn posaeseed these given characteristics. 
Fo~ practical purposes the target population was selected from the 
Greater Chicago Area since the largest public and private adoptive agencies 
of the state of lllinoia are represented here. Ch the basis of preli.'!!inar;r 
calculations, in the sixteren agencies which sponsor the "Adoption Information 
Service" in this area, between tif'ty end sixty cases i;mre estimated to exist. 
l'n the final a.ssesmllEmt.1 twnt7-eight cases t..aere made available by the .·a.gene 
In the process of this pilot study, three families cb*'1ged their minds and 
for personal reasons refused to be interv.tewed. 1be refusals were courteous 
but abrupt, with explanations of intrusion of privacy, or "give us a cha.nee to 
breathe." Bence the present population consists of tventyi-five wh:l.te coun1es 
Who adopted Negro children. 
)$Am.old Rose• T]le Nee in ~ric~ (!ls York: Harper and Rolf, 1964), 
P• !a2. 
Practioal cons:iderat.iona, ho'W8Ver1 make it necessaey to de.tine the 
population more sharpJT. Three limt.te:tions were set: 
l. T1Ill3 span for adoptions-The study cases began with the year 
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19631 for previeus to this time Ol'IJ.Y a few' adoptions of this type are known. 
With this limit in mind, it was determined that the population would be drawn 
£ram plaoerrents made during the pe"!"iod from 1963 to September, 1968. 
2. The adoptive parents studied 8.1."9 Ybite and the children Negro, 
as eJq>la.ined earlier. 
3. Iacatability-The rlreate:r Chicago Area included the city itself 
and inlnediate bordering sul:e'ba or those bordering upon the l.Atter. tlpsea in 
three towns in this study were located up to ~ mile• from the outlying 
There were no mixed oouplss or m.ack parents involved in this study. 
Al.thou{#>. the population cannot be viewed as ideal, 1n its prelind.nat7 form 
it was thought to be acientii'1cally adequate. The experienced counsel sa1 
the agencies appl"OVed it as acceptable at this point. 
Here, a wrd should a.lao be nientioned1 relative to another new social 
develop:n1ent somewhat germane to tilite-l:Jegro tdoptions. In the busing prog1~.nr 
of Negro pupils into Catholic schools, "Host F&,.,'11.lies" hf!Ve arisen. 'lbeee 
.families have taken 011 Rpt:i:nm.t" responsibility for Blll:Ck ch:Udrm1 while they 
are a.ttem.ing the neifll.boring school.37 Another movement simUar in direction 
is "Project. Friendly Town", a plan sponsored by the Conmzunit.y Renewal Society, 
37Fdith Thompam, tt'Tell Det..~.ils of Critholic Schools lhsing Program", 
Southtoilm, ,Feonomst, Jilly 31 _1968. 
uncler which some 21 000 Negro children .from Chieago•s inner city stay two 
-weeks with vhi te £amt.lies in Chicago subUrbs and in ru:raJ. D.llnois. 38 
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CHA.P'lER V 
ADOP.rIVE PARFBTS 
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This study is proposed to ascertain the characteristics of white 
adoptive parents of Negro children in keeping with our changing times. The 
aim of this e.liapter is descriptiTe1 to delineate as suocintly as poasibl.B 
certain sociological data about these particular adoptiw parents. OUr major 
questions aret \tto are these people? Vhere are these people .found spatiall)"? 
What ld.nds of people mst like:b" are to ad.opt? 
The obsenations 8.1:'9 limited and tested with a relatively small J!'lllm'ber 
ot cases of trans-racial adoptions on record. The data gathered ~ ~0::.1 
experienced observation.a of recognitied start, caseworker groups conferenoee1 
court case records• agency case records 1n all stages of denl.opmrmt ::'Ind on 
heayy reliance of 1ntem.ewa troni the adopti:ft parents. Consequently, thia 
proposed research study extended. itself' to all u:txteen adoption agencie3 
within The Greater Area ot Chicago who are organized under n Adoptive liltormatD: 
Sel"Yice"• 
In this st1Jd.y the cooperating agencies prcrri.ded 28 ca.sesJ thl'9e couples 
withdrew a.tt;er consent. This latt. a population of 25 fa1dlles. 
Seen and described in these social contexts, the adoptive parents 
remain the central .t'lgu.res. It is their social and social ~ological 
characteristics that are the heart of the matter. These aTe the peopi.e 
involved in the most ditt1cult process of adopt.ions, where the largest group 
of dependent children are kept, in limbo. 
In selecting homes of white couples in t.he adoptd.on of minority group 
children, agencies appear to be increas:ingly fla:ible. Adoptift experience 
shows that the reasons lf:ly ooUples apply to sdopt a. child of different race 
or mixed races are numerous and varied. It also mq be based, at least in 
part, on factors which have little or nothing to do with racial and national 
considerations. In a nation made up of :individuals deriving from all ditt9l"mlt 
races and cultures ot tb.e world, professional workers and social workers need 
be aware ot how ~ designs tw li'Ving oen foster normal and happy .fa.mi Jj es. 
In adoption, as in other areas of human at.f'airs, it is increaaingl.7 ~t 
to be alerted to the dangers of regimlmtation. There 1llWlt be the logical 
avoidance ot placing ~· into a single pattern of living. No a:ingle 
~ can be used as a •sine qua non• w:t. thout l!Dditicatian. 
The question of the import.moe of pb.;ysioal1 racial, and or national 
"l.ikaless" betwaen the adoptive child and hia adoptive parents has bea:-·1 the 
source ot gl"eat oonfus iari. The general hypothesis is whether there is a clear 
mwrl.mtty as to the validity of pl.acing "like with like", inside or outside 
of the pro!'ession of adoption. Here lies the great need of research based on 
.follow-up studies ot placement, particularly of placement of minority group 
children with non-minority couples.39 
Data on the .fol.lowing standard items ·uere obtainech ecological• 
demographic, ethnicit:;r-n.ational orig.1n1 age and health, oocupa.tion.1 education, 
religion, organizations, motivat.icn1 and familial relationships. 
Population study and analysis includes topics and interest so diverse 
tba.t no matter how they are classitied, they barely belong together. 'lhe 
term denography generally implies that the purpose ia primerl.ly descriptivs.40 
In this particular consideration our interest is the c.amnunity 
residence of the adoptive .family 1 and we also attempt to discover any unique 
axperieneea, anticipated or unanticipl!'ted. '1be investigation ot anticipation 
1n this stu.dy is more exploratory and much lsss grounded on previous empirical 
investigations• 'lbis· 1a not to say that the anessments ot sueh antioipationa 
have no precedent. It is stated by Jrrioke1 "the commmdt7 was tar more ready 
than wen the D>st hopetul of hope!'uls anticipated. u4l 
1'he populations of their residential coammities a.re grouped into five 
categories. 
TABIE I 
POPULATIOO OF RESIDEifllAL COMMJNITI OF AOOPlIH'G FAMIU&s 
Per cent 
1 
36 
~tion 
• 
Number 
' 
.. r 
Below - 9,999 9 f 
! 
10.000-39,999 9 36 
4 40,ooo-!)9,999 ! 1 
t 
60,000-79,999 ( 3 12. 
l2 over ..ao,ooo r 3 ~ ! 
t 
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It became ilmll3diately apparent that the majority of the i'amil.ies, 
88 per cent, resided outside the city o£ Chicago. Al.J. but 3 Chica.go .tamil.tes 
resided i.'"l ;dde1.v seatte~ white ne:1ghbomoods. An equal 36 per cent resided 
in communities below· and aboVe the 101000 popUlation. Although the population 
was limited, the trend is discernible for a auburban preferred type community'. 
Wien asked ,,,my they had chosen tJ:l..is particular oonmiun1 ty: 80 '?el" cent 
gave as primery reason that it itf more accommodating :tn the present rising 
social issu.es and less interfering. '!hey mentioned certain suburbs as being 
more sociall:r pregresaive than others and easier on family adju.stnent. '!he 
general opinion on migration to t..'1-tese residential areas ~ simpl.v to favor 
better and :more stable lite tor the f'am.ilyJ the smm as underlil\'.ts all mass 
migraticm to the suburbs. 
COe can gain a certain insight into the local racial change, according 
to Sta.rt 
1n Chica.go last year, 179 Negro families moved into 
White suburbs-mor4} than tvioo as many as in the previous 
19ar. • • .Negroes now make up sixteen per cent of the Chicago 
metropolitan area population •••• niere are now m.m1Y' more 
houses available to Negroes in the subu.rb:s than there are 
Megroes availsble to move into ths. • • .Fdwaxtl Ru.tledge1 
exeoutive director of the !fational Committee Against Dis-
cr:t.min;i.tion in Housing sa.ys: •There is no real honest 
integration in either cities or 1n sublrbia. It has al.most 
become faahion~ble for a ll.ly~ite suburb to get a Uer,ro 
doctor or a J!h.D. to nxwe in. Jlit it doesn't .face up to the 
magnitude of the problem. t42 
According to de Vise•s recent population estimates, the largest 
municipality consists of a residency of 3(:>. 2 per cent non..W.i te, and lowest 
of' .01 per cent. The average non-white population o:f the communities is 
2.1 per cent.43 
TABIE II 
TIME RE8IDEMCE Dl COMMUMITY 
~ .or Residence, Number Per cent 
' I . ' I 
thder 1 yeat' 
I 
4 l6 
l 
-
5 years 17 68 ; 
s i 
- 10 ~rs ) l2 
! 
Over 10 years 1 I 4 
if I 
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Few o! these parents have my long ... term roots in the residential. 
communities. In :tact, only' t"Mnty•four per cent~se couples have not 
changed residence at least once since their !r!A!'Tiage1 and almost one ... third 
have made more than two such moves. Thus most of the population a.re relative 
newcoroom :'.n the eo:rm>mlities in which they liWJ oVf!ll' two-thirds or these 
1"amilies have lived in their p1"esent community less than .f'ive y$ars. 
Conmm.nit;r Attitudes-In the eons1deration or adoptions, in general, 
oon:mru.nity attitudes are important because they determine the wa.v people react 
to-ward the individual ad.opti ve couple. Adoption has won an accentanee as a 
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1oothod for cli.ildless couples to secure a family or for those with awn children 
to increa...90 the family. 0:1 general adoptions, Isa.Ge reports, 
There are al.ready signs that adoptive pa.rents, 
encouraged by increased comzm.nity aooeptance of adoption, 
a:i.'"e beeominf~ :more, ~om.fo$ahle with their own st.atua as 
adoptive parents.44 
Again, our interest is to gain knowledge to what degree this wuld be true 
or a Negro child ta.ken into a. white :tand.ly. 
nr. Thomas M..<Wetzki terms t.."le American cOllmW'dt.y courageous and unique 
in terms of attitude and openness towards people o£ different cultural and 
racial. backgrounds. Of' course, we have prejudice, we have no syatemti.tic 
:measurements 0£ its intensity for different parts of the counltn. Attitudes 
seem to be changing rapidly in a favorable direction. There is a great deal 
of favorable change going on in 1118.nT comwnities. Within a broader historical 
perspective, it is ranid and hopetu.l. change. Minority children in adoptions, 
on the lilole, face a mch brighter future within the comrmmity. Yet one must 
be aware that still there are imm;r obstacles to be raced. 45' 
44Iauc, P• 192 
4S'l"b.omas ~zld., Ad.9Jiion ot Oriental Children Pfi American ltd te Fami~s, P~rt VI: Communii'z titiitis '{Nfi. Turks C!hiid>J9J1n "f.8a:gue of 
&r ca, 1960), PP• ~4-~~ • ' "' 
Communit:.v Bea.otion 
Favorable 
U:li"avorable 
Ignored 
TABIE Ill 
COM?Oll"l'Y REACTIOW TO COUPLES t Rl:-.SllEJ:lCE 
14 
3 
8 
Fer cent 
In the area of conm.m1 ty relationship, neighbors t comments showed no 
adverse reaction, at least no apparent opposition. The majority of the people, 
f:U't7-six per cent received the family into the collTlllmity favorably. Som of 
the respondents• remarks are noted: "vll~t we had to do was stop rumors that 
the c0Ir1111nity would tum into a ghetto"J "ll our family 11»uld run, it would be 
unfair to our chil.drea'l in facing a realistic tuture"J "You wanted for your 
child what we wanted for our 018.l"J "vie must be more than mere white"J etc •• 
The social.'action 1n their immediate cO!!Blllllities placed e~s on personalia 
relationships. Twelve per cent of the families felt no strong opposition 
by the community to them, but thought it to be u.n£avorable by remarks as: "Toe 
bad we have to be Weted in th1$ integration problsm"J "l do not think w are 
ready for their type of living".. Ttirty-two per cent of the couples -wt tnessed 
an indif'f'erence on the part of the oomnunity, mthout arrr formal approval or 
disapproval. There seamed to be an openness to accepting a. BQaek child into 
the community. The general interest seemed to be to look upon the child as a 
person, one of ral.ue who should be given equal opportunity for growth. .Agtd.n1 
the ltlite couples e:.rldbited an awareness that what they feared never happened. 
Though the li1ite adoptive parents accepted and Sl)preciated the peoplo •s ~espo~ 
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their plan was to be positive and not defensive. wwe began to take each other 
as we are•s HTfle way to integrate is to integ;t"ate"J •lhtegration is good tor 
the white nei~borb.ood, they better know it now" are some of the remarks .felt 
by the couples. 
Jrom the comments of the parents on the conimunity's reactions .. it would 
seem :th.'.l.t <m.e ot the most coom:m. objections to mack child adoption, that ot 
negative col'llll'llnity reaction, did not seem to hold, at least not. for this 
population. It is possible that the mechanism ot repression mq be operative 
here, too. 
Our population large~ consisted ot nob:i.le families of average or 
above aTerage :tncone, occupation, and education who live in conrmmities lih1oh 
share sinlil.ar characteristics and aeen ingly are not cri ti.cal. of them to start 
.tam:l:'cy' ditterenees. '!he open non..iurban pattern of "1.ite adoptive couples of 
Bla.ck children. can be associated with the latter, serve as a direct link in 
itself, or perhaps be a blending of both. It appears as well, that w are 
dealing with a group which, to a certain degree, is largel,y independent ot 
eonmmnity sentimentJ 'While they would not provoke the community, they do not 
report feeling threatened by individual acts of rejection. 
J':f.nally, perhaps one of tho m:>rG important fa.ota to remember is that 
most of the children in the research study are under five ye&r'S of age. The 
parents seen to belienl that the Cl"tleial test of commnity acceptance llill 
come at puberty when dating and marriage become relevant issues :in relation-
ship. 
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ETHIUCITY-!!llTIOi.I!'.L ORIGIN 
~"'«ly or ethnic behavioral patterns of the past exhibiting particular 
interests a.re being displa.ced. by economic interests. Save .f'or llegroea and 
!Uerto Ricans, most minorities no longer feel beleagured. The essenae o£ the 
change lies in rising incomes, education, family life, 2lld cu.1ture. Although 
termed the A."!16rlom melting pot, complete amalgamation is probably not possibl 
and not necessarily desirable. lht the process of blending continues, and the 
mixture grows more subtle all the time.46 It is indicated by Simpson and 
15.nger that etnio dilemma.a may occur because o! inconsistencies in social 
prescriptions applied in difi'erent locations, even though the pe.rson is 
associated cantinuous:cy- 'With the same ethnic or racial. gl"OUP•47 
Jn the use of' Warner ts conoeptu.al sol"i.eme as to ethnic and racial 
assimilation in our study, cert~in seerning classifications can be made end 
observed.48 lh the ease of eight families where the couple differed in ethnic 
ori(!.ins• the couple was classified with the group into -which they were more 
likely earlier to be assimilated. 
46
'*The New Mltlt:ing Pot,u Time, December 21 19661 P• 31• 
47aeorge E. ~son am:.:·. Milton Yinger, "The Sociology of Race 
and Ethnic Relations", Sooiolo1t~o~,, Vol.II ed. Robert K. Marton, Isonard 
Brown, Ieonard s. Cottre-U Jr.,e~ork: and Bvsnstoru Harper and Row, 19)9) 
P• '11• 
Orou.n 
F.hglish 
Scotch 
Irish 
Canadian 
German 
Du.toh 
l!hgliah 
Jetrd.sh.1 Canadian 
:t:olish 
Tel Aviv 
French 
R>lisb. 
TABLE IV 
ETHHICTY-NA.TIOMA L ORIGI T'S 
3 
2 
2 
2 
6 
2 
4 
.3 
l 
l 
I 
I 
~ 
l 
! 
I 
i 
i 
! 
I 
i 
I 
' \
\ 
i 
I 
fer eent 
12 
8 
8 
8 
24 
8 
l.6 
l2 
4 
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The hypotheais of mbo:rdination and predicted as:d.milatian is arranged 
according to siX au.ltural types. In warnat"•s49 type one, Teble 9 "Et.l:mic 
and Ffacial Aasimilationtt, 28 per cent of the families• subo1':11nation should 
be very slight, the Slbs;rstems "'l'8'1!y weak and their period of aas:bnilation 
usually less than a generation. OUltural type t1I> classifies 44 ptr cent 
or the families mere subordination is slight and asBimilation is short. 
Cultural type three consists of B ~r cent of the couples who assimilate 
short to moderate and develop moderate su~ems. FoUX" im- cent tall 
within the oon!'igura.tion of American society as cultural group type, 
.. 
tour where we have alight subordination, moderate development subsystems and 
:moderate assimilation. Our grouping terminates with type five with 20 per cent 
of the parents wi"bh moderate degree of subord:ination and strength o:t wbsystem. 
The time of assimilation is rated as short to moderate. As indicated, most 
nationril origins a.re from Northwest Europe. These people listed Ill8Y al.so 
be regatded as referring to population now outside America who in the fu:ture 
might be migrants should our present immigration la.vs be modit1.ed. 
\'hat may be of ir.!.nortanee to point out within th:!.s limited study is 
that 72 per cent or our population indicates nsaimil.ation success att-3.ined in 
relatively l!hort ti.met ttsttort" means !!'Dre than one but less th:m. six genera.ti 
As one rright suspect, those deriving from the earlier imrlerant groups see."118d 
ml)re tolerant, although other factors besides the time a.t 1'1.ich one's pr.irenta 
arrived in this country a..tf'eot this. These .fa.-dlies usuaJ.J...v seemed to be free 
from eth:r,.ooentrimn. 'lh:ey seemed to be people who d1d not think in rigid in-
group terms and did not place inferior valnes on the out-group. These people 
endured some difficulties in maJd.ng certain social transitions. The person 
who is mable to identity with a new retenmce group and is peT'mitted only 
limited membership in a new social grc:iup is said to be tA "mtirginal" person.SO 
According to stonequist, "lunbivnl.enoe of attitude &'1.d sentiment lia at the 
heart of msrginallty., '!he diVided emotional organization renr~cts Ohe divided. 
cultural situa.tion."51 Wien the tran3ition involves moving from one racial 
SOJ:>aniel 'lhompson, "The Fcrmation o.r Social Attitudes,• Racial and 
Etbnic Relations, ed. Bemard E. Segal, (llew York: ihomes Y. cro;;;t[ 60., 
1966), P• 1t1B. 
51Bv'eretttV. Stonequist 1 tt'fhe !~rginal Mmu A study in Persona.11t7 
and Ou.lture Conf'l.1ot " tributions to Urban Socio lo ed.~ w. ,• .ss ~ 
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or ethnic group to another and the person has ditticulty in doing so this 
becomes "ethnic anomie•" 'lbere is then the existence of "broken group limits" 
that create "dilemmas of ethnic id.Gntification•"52 
Race questions are among the immediate social problenlS faced by 
.Amarlcan society todq. According to Fr. Andrew Greel..Ery1 these problems 
cannot be solved "unless we understand mre about the operation of ethnic 
factors.n In his study of racism amongst Oermms, Irish, Italian, Poles1 and 
French Canadians, scores are highest among Poles and lowest among the Irish 
and Gerr;r:ns. The Irish are the lowest on the anti-semitism index and the 
French and the Poles are the higbest • .53 
It is stated b'J' \lamer that, 
The .t'Uture ot American ethnic groups seem to be 
limited; it ~likely that they will be quickly absorbed. 
\hen this happens one of the greeat epoch.$ ot American 
hiatoey, will. have ended and another, that of race, will 
begin.54 
52HUton L. Bsrron, •Introduction" to American Minorities (New Yorks 
Al.fr6'1 A. Knopf 1 1962) 1 P• 16. 
53
•s11.ya Ethnic BRCkground Key to Tod~•s Problems," M.ioht,gan OathoJ.;1,o, 
Detroit M.tchiem, June 91 19681 P• 2. 
)4warner, P• 424. 
A mch....:liscu.ssed questicn is mether the age of the parents at the 
time they seek to adopt a child is prognostic ot the adoption out.come. On 
the one hand, some maintain that it is undesirable f'or an infant to be adopt.ed 
by a mother who is ewer forty or by a tat.ha W:o is over torty-.:f'ive, ,.mue 
others say that couples who want to adopt children mould not be denied that 
pr:2:ri.lsge because or their age. 
TABm V 
AGE AT 'l'HE TI!·1!5 OF ADOPI'IOM 
I lB18bands m.wa All8 RantM: Nwnber Fer cent Number Per cent 
. I 
I 20 - 24 i l 4 ! 2 8 I I I 2S - 29 j 4 ! 16 I s 20 
l I ! I 
.30 - 34 ! 8 32 ! 8 32 i I I I ! \ [ I I 
I ~ - .39 
' 6 j 24 ! 36 ~ \ l 9 I 
! I ~ l 40 - 44 ~ 6 24 l 4 I , ' 
The highest age tor the husband was 431 and tar the w:tre 40. The 
lDwest age tor the huaband was 24 and :tor the w:ti"fJ 22. The average age tor 
the husband was )4.7 and tor the wife 32.1. 
Alt.hough the age group f'alls pred.om.i..Ylantly w.i thin the )0 - .34 range, 
t..liere is no s:tgnifioance with respect to outcome, since we observe the 
f'l.exlbilityot the agencies processing these adoptions up to the age of 43. 
The t:!nding uould apt»ar to indicate a neutral attitude. 'lb.is a.llDws tor 
couples ot various levels of maturity. 
A ma,jor concern of child placement agencies is for the health of the 
adoptive parents. This is studied both to proteet the health of tha ohild 
and to take all reasonable and feasible precautions against risk:ing the 
early d;;?ath or disablement of an adoptive parent. The procedures required 
are that adoptive parents be given medical examinations and tests befe>re their 
pet:ttions could be granted. All the records contained statenmits signed by 
a physician-often their own, that the pa.rents were 1n good health and free 
OCCUPATION 
It is often assumed that adoption :ls chiefl.y undertaken by people in 
the upper and upper middle claases as these are indicated by occupation, 
income end education. <ne finding indicated. in the literature on adoption 
is that, althou.gh trans-racial cOUples am represented a.long the whole soeio-
eeonomic spectrum, they tend to be over-represented 1n the upper social 
atratum.'5 l\hen the fathers' usual occupations were classi.ti.ed under. the 
categories listed in Table v. this assumption receives full support. Oooupa 
positions were olass1tied aecord:lng to Witmer, et a.l.56 
TABIB Vl 
OCCUPATION OF HOUSEHOID rwn 
AT TIME OF PLACEMimT 
Seml.-sk:llled labor; •rvice and lower mite collar--
g&?"age mechanic, fw.-mer, pipe organ technician. 
Unskilled labor--].aborar. 
I 
' I 
! 
I 
! 
I 
' 
' 
1 
. 
i 
i 
I 
Per cent 
28 
s 20 
' 
J2 
0 .. 
i'be analysis of outcome, as can be seen.1 show• there 1a a significant 
concentration in h..i.gher status occupations. It thexv wre to be any group 
s:lngled. out as ab.owing a ltno yield" 1 it 10uld be the "laborer" group. 
The major notion one obtai.."ls from a review of these statitrtiea is 
that it l!fa1' not be so mu.oh an oceupational atatua lbiah playa a great si.,.Ui-
cance, but rather the factor of stability ot employmnt. It is the means to 
be abla to eount on a good income which gives a certain kind of security snd 
position to r.ecept the bul"dens of adopting a child. As indioated bT age, 
the majority of the group would just have started. in their positions within 
rela.tivel.v few years before the time o:r adoption. 
Vh?t are some of the in.ferenaes which seem come to rn:i.n.d? Adoption 
seems more difficult to accomplish f'or a low income g.t"('lUp., Perhaps another 
expJ::mut:ton of the data is that a profs."3sional statr tends to create tmeven 
approaches to various groupings using certain eulture.1 Md cl.ass values. 
\lhile policy has becani.e more nerlble, it may be that eouplee vi th hl.f#ler 
stabillty of emplayment "!JOitlit have t-i.ttr1butes which are more consi."Jtent with 
~urrant values held h'iJ :pro.feasion. 
"Nhethe!' it is due to }>e:rc:et"1"ing t.11is kind or :1do'Dt1on i'!S ·:"u.rcly tor 
a highly profost;iont?.l. elnss is inueh too enrly t.o sayJ beem..:tse or the sma.11 
population. 
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llo C.irect or speeifie probing 1~-us directed to the aroa of income J the 
reason s:impl.v be:b:1g the.t it cou.ld l1kel,y t'!.5.s·eo~ 110!1'.!B of t11e desired intOJ:"mat 
because of its aensitiv:tty. The a.geneies' policiea are fiexible, whereby 
econolld.o responsibilities a-re nufficient for the child. In obBem.ng the 
occupations of parents, one can easily deduee that they can provid.e far a.bcrre 
the average needs 1)f a. child. 
EDUCATIOM 
In view of the occupational. distribution, it is not Sllrpl'ising to 
diSOOYer tbat the educational a.ehievemtnt of this popol.ation (Table VII) ia 
also exceedingly high. 
TABIE VII 
-· 
wives 
Fduoa.tion ~umber Perr 4fliit; Mumber l'1lr C•:IDt 
l 4 l Some Hi~l School 1 l 
' 
12 l l I ! ' 4 Completed H:lgh ScllOOl 3 12 l 16 l t ~ I 
.' \ < Same College 36 ' 8 9 " ' i 32 1 ~ 
.' (f 
I 
{ ) Bachelor ls , l 20 9 36 Degree l i i ;i J 
' I ~ 
P.ro!essionaJ. or t.dw.nced. I ,..., l 28 i 1 li Degrei:~i I ~ I ,- t \ ! 
As t.1le table !ndicatea, the lowest edu.cationa.1 level for the 
lmsbanda is one year of high school and three J'9Bn for the wives. ThNe 
husbands and tour wives cOMpleted high school. Bine husbands had two or more 
years of colleg&1 and eight wives had one or more years ot college. Five 
husbands obtained their bachelor•s degl"ee while nine of the 'Wives recei'ftd 
the same. SEr9'en husbands and one wife reached their pro.tessional or advanced 
Some hold that social CWHfWOJ:'k is based to a good depe on cmtm1mioa-
tion; that those Who are more skilled in articulating-presumably the better 
educa.ted--wouJ.d tend to be more ef.f ective in results than the les8 educated 
group. Fqually• it has been Obs3rved that those of higher soeio-eeono.mic 
status and great3r education ~ften hold. bscek from aeold."'lg help in per~onal. 
distress, tending to a certain :bldependece. Creedon et al. indicated in their 
stt~.dy that indiv:tduals with gra.:mma.r school educati•:m.s or less wre more "'focal 
and des01~ipt:tve in t.11eir evaluation of an experlence than those of higher 
bMkgrounrln.57 .l\..not.'ltar iri..:ferenoe c::m lil::cly i'ollcu that those better educated 
Although the educational lewl for the adoptive parents is very 
f.:r.101:,,ble, it should be po~ted out, however, that there a..~ always ni;,;:aero1.us 
e.xceptions ·t;o trends such as these, a:l'ld -:ra cannot llk-ike i..'"lfallible predtotions 
for any one case. 
Characteristic of our times is a strong trend ~s a prophetic 
rod etldoal stance, cleansing institutions of racist attitudes, and producing 
greater commitment to social. and political action within the Churches.58 
J'n our limited study a response to this call seer.is to have so= 1e 
application. Chl'racteristie 0£ these couples is the absence of any s·trong 
religious preference. There seems to be a concentration more on sameness 
than on differences. ~ther than any i"ornlSlly strict religious oomic'vions 1 
there is revealed a deep conr...ction concerning the brotherhocxl or man and a 
5Bh1<.:Ll. Il. S';.ro1or,. tt',:;,q-,,..".'.nd Social fulitical It>les, Churches Told,'' 
Ohio!.12 ~~ Newg.,1 J'ul.Y 19, 19681 P• l.O. 
keen a,,,.,a.reness and acceptance of equal l"ights for all. 'l'homss E. Bennett 
brings to focus this practical approadl. 
Our roots are buried in the mainlands of five continents. 
'!he skin that covers us is in shades of' red, yellow, black, 
white a:nd bra'.m. The good lord, in His wisdom, created us 
with diversity rather than uniformity. <ne race ••• the 
lUlman race. 'We a.re all God's children ••• brothers beyond 
blooi ••• Jmn has SOl-.'&d the seeds of hatred and 1ile seeds 
of hatred have borne bitter fruit •••• \tiat is the answer? 
Brotherhood is the answer. ~9.the only answer. Um.kind mat seek brotherhood or perish. 
Our population indicates couples of many religious groups; for 
practical purpoees the categorization is made according to the three general 
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The legislative r:hilosophy of the St.eta of I11inois is that religious 
matching should be practiced whel'G pra.cticable1 but not 111here 1 t mans that 
pl.a.cement is delayed or the child pl.aced in an otherwiae less suitable home.60 
However, most of the private denominational a.r;encies aisure that religious 
lines will not be crossed, even lflen it means that placement will be delayed 
or the child placed in a less suitable home. 
In religion, the great l!'Wjori ty of couples were frotestant. Four 
couples represented a "mixed ma:rrl.age": t'WO as Protestant-Cntholic combination 
and two as Jewiah ... Protestant. 
S9 
Thomas E. Bennett, "Operation Bt-otherhooo.,u Our Su:ndal Visitor, 
October 61 1968, Vol. LVll1 No. 23; PP• 2•3• 
60Mtnu'tes of the Meeting of the Ado'Otion Information Sem.oe, 
Chicago, D..linoia, September 121 1967. 
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TABLE VIII 
REU:GIO?i OF ADOTTIVE PAJIENTS 
RaMeen Number Per cent 
• I . .. ,...,..,.._.......,.. 
P!totestant 11 44 
Catholic 4 l.6 
Jewish 4 l6 
Che Jewish• one Irotestant 2 8 
Q:ie protestant, ane Oatholio 2 8 
No Religion 2 8 
This would seem to ind1cate that the majority of the couples are 
religiously oriented. At no time could it be observed that these individuals 
were o! missionary outlook with purpose of making conversions to their om 
beliefs. Of course, what eould be the exception would be the clergy who 
adopted. However, one .factor seemingly could be inferred that religion is 
of signif ieant meaning. Seventy-six per cent of the parents professed a 
single religion. Three f'amilies wo were of mixed•religion would alternate 
:ln attending each other's church. "Mixed.-marriage11 is often cited as a 
possible cause of home di.ffioulties a.nd1 possibly, ot poor *>Oial emotional 
adjustment on the part of the children coneemed. Our study does not sub-
stantiate this suspicion. 
Qi t..i.e bPais oi' these findings the majority a.re formally connected 
with churches and very low on no religious belief. 
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ORGANIZATIONS 
Ou.r society witnesses an ever increasing growth of' large-sea.le 
organizations as being characteristic of' the times. These are used as an 
instrument in the expressed realization of group goals and in terms ot their 
obligations to a.t'fect group oohav.tor in the di verse needs. 'lheae forces 
at times profoundly affect modem society. 61 
It is . becomi.'lg incre8$ing~ cl.ear that the behavior or man 
is influenced in a large mea.su:e by the social groups of 
Wich he is a mEtJJibc.n> or to which he refers. The interest 
or the social scientist in groups is wu6~t.tressed by problems that are recognized by eveeyone. 
The reasons :tor attiliation end non•o.f:fillat1on can be attributed 
to many factors, aorne of 'Which probably touch on fairly deel>"'seated attitudes 
tmm.rds the emphasis or de-emphasis of t.he racial heritage of their children. 
rn general our particular interest is to view the signii'icanc& of' 
organizational factors as they affect the adopt.ive family, if' any. '.I.he parents 
were :requested to select ti ve organisations 1 a.ocordL"'lg to their personal £ 
importance, in which memberships a.re held. For practical purposes, four 
general organizationa.J. groupmgs &'l'8 uaedt ehurch1 political., professional, 
and social. 'l'hese are defined rather loosely according to comnoll interest 
and purpose. The church organization is considered as involT:lng pa.t"ticipation 
in religious and social aotiT.lty. The political organization is taken as one 
61 ll'rln w. Oouldner, n0rga:n.izational Analysis, tt Sociol~ Toda:-, 
ad+ R. K. ~rton, L. llroOl'J., L. s. Cottrell, Jr., (Mew York and mston: 
Hm"T)er and Rcn..1, 1959), PP• 400 ... 27. 
62John K. Hemphill, ~ ~&ttnsions (Chio: The Chio state University, 
1956), P• l. 
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espousing certain philosophies in accordance 'id.th our tenets ot democracy. 
A professima.1 organization demmds a participation to gain knowledeeable 
inf'ormation for proper aervi.ce and :ror 11elf-i:niprovM social-eeonoMie security. 
A Social. organization :ts defined as associated prinmrity wtth f'<'.'..mi.ly establish-
ment at1<l. its support within one•s OV.'11 oomrrmiity and with welfare improvement 
of £and.lies within the eO!'lll'rmlity. 
TABLE IX 
CONSIDERED AS •IMPQRf.A.?r!'• 
P.ref eren.ee ?-lumber Per cent 
Church 7 I 28 I 
Political i 5 ' 20 I 
Professional ] 6 24 i I 
l 
Social f 4 16 \ 
~ 
lbne l .; 12 
'l t : 
'fo t.ltis point the data indicate that the ma,1or1ty are a religious 
oriented group. It is not slll"prisi.ng to ffud tlmlt~t-eight per cent c.hoose 
church organizations as prinie interest. Of o:rurse, 1ilat :n:u. .. 4Jt be noted that 
three adoptive parents are ministers. The twenty per cent of the families 
involvement in the so-called politiesJ, orcran,izations is related to the an:ount 
of dissatisfaction with the exisM.ng S:?Ste:m and a neci:::ssar;r rondition fur 
change. The nfimes of the organizations are indicative of their operationt 
"Citizens Cotmmmi ty for Jfuman Ril#lts" 1 "Fqual Oppo:rtuni ty Hou.singtt 1 "L.?bor 
Oon.terenoe or Civil Rights" I "laf'.dership Council tor Metropolitan Open 
constructi vc usa or tens ion :In situations to move the oommuni ty to~"3l"'d. 
and eduoa.t:lon~l aehieirement were i:·he commu:nity•s relation'3 nre bettered and 
sound economic security is enjoyed. They -;J.re people 't>iho in so:me way play the 
role of a soeiologiat aoccrilng to Morlmld.63 These organisations are com-
mitted to racial deeegra.t.ion snd attempt genuine co:samioation by bl":l.dg:tng 
gaps of :ird..S'Ulldemanding through sincere perauotion. Qf course, they are not 
without sensitivities and at times it is toup to hang on unde'J.• E.pihhets ot 
of' "B'onky'f end "vhitay get siek". (lh strictly poll tiea.1. part~r a.fftliation, 
16 per cent a.re Demoora.tsJ 24 per emt are l:'epublicans end 44 per cent ere 
Independents with no commitment to neither p~ but selecting on party 
perft>ma.nce. SL"t'teen p«tt cent di seloeed no party pref'erenee, ind:t.oa:ting more 
o.n attitude as politics being something secondary in nature to the tani~ 
interests.) To generalise, the 24 per cent of the i:rofeasional. orga.nhations 
whieh cover mdiea.l, engineering, and seiantif'ia etc., would be more in 
direction o:t sociat-eeonomic :family security. 'l'he 16 per cent associated with 
social organizations are couples -who contribute to social needs of community 
weltare and assist 1n own responsibilities. Their work can be characterized 
a.s to push carts through hosnital.sJ help clean slumaJ teach underp;-iT.Ueged 
children.; feed foundlings; help in ycuth organization and collect money to 
f.i.ght disease. '1'h.e organll.a.tions are th!'.J follolll.ng: ttJfouse 8errloea"1 
Voltmt.eer Service Corps", "Ameriea.n. Vbnm Voli:.mteers*', run "Trms-racial 
Adontive P!i!rents". fhe latter has t'ormed tvro and half years hence at J..eke 
Bl:itt Ohildrm ts HotttEh Their purpose it1 to assist one another· in any new 
dislike arty' type of organization claim it interferes w:tth t.heir privacy 
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and .fa.rnily life. lh other words, there l!ll8em8 to be an element. ot choice. It 
the organisation meets certain needs at a. given moment, they 1411 participate; 
but this participation is not an irrevocable committal, and it can be with• 
dra.lftl. It is well to :indicate that the m._iority of the grou.p named only three 
organisations. 
Thus, it aeems that the fact or ampt.ing a Negro child is not 
necessarily totallT linked to social action :in organisations. Thet'e is 
indicated a hi~ ooncentration of polit1ce.1 indepemenee with no commitment 
to 8ll1' political party. Mmy resea:reh problems reuil'l to be so1"9d befo'l'.'e we 
.:OTIVATIOU 
This atucy e:xa.."llined .tact.era that adopting ooupllls report as ba1n.g 
important in their d.eeision to ad0pt. T.hus, what we have a.re data as to 
what the pare."lts therJ.selves vJe:re oonseious o!, and of -what, among these factors , 
tho:r ware willing or abl.e to inform us. There are studies wbiob attempt to 
assess motivation."'l wh:tch dist:lngnish trans-raci&l pa.rents as persons without 
prejudice. 6h A eu.rvey of hou.aeho:uiers in upstate New Yorlc indicates t.liat 
persons' motivations tend to approve of trans-racial adoptions but believe 
that most others do not app?"'OVe.65 We have 'V&rioua eocial forces 'Which 
operate and often innuence people tn their desire to adopt or beget owi 
ohildren. Fanshel notes, 
For som middle and upper-class .tamilies 1 having tiu:.e or 
moi-e children IllBY' serve as symbols of status and economic 
atabill ty • Jbr others whose uplittQ.'d sooial n:>bility bu 
been rather dram2.t10-it may conwrse~v appear that ha'rlng 
la:rge numbers of obildren ia a:ymbolic of poverty 1 illi tm-aoy, 
lack of sophistication about contraception, old-fashioned 
attachment to religious scruples and b&rriers to nlf• 
improvement and a higher standard of living. Obviously, it 
depends upon the social conte:xt within which the indi n.ctu.i 
operate!6as well as subjective factors in his or her back• 
g:t'0\1lld. 
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lbtivation in Adoption-Gen.ttral clauitications are made ot the 
reasons the adoptive parents gave for wanting to adopt a Bl~ child. Fer 
the moat part1 these points are expected to be ditf erent in eome degree s:inoe 
this is a :Nl.ativel.7 new form of adopt.ion. 
TA.BIE I 
PARENTAL SEIF-REPOH!rD K>TIVF.S 
IN DECISION TO ADOPr 
Descr:l:ation of ~i vatian 
Wishing to loft an:l to be 1ov'ed by- chih\ 
D.ttticulty 1n child bearing 
I 
Hmn'ber 
13 
, 
4 
' 
Per cent 
St 
20 
l6 
l2 
l 
69..Attitudes 'i'Olfards the Adoption ot Children of l'J.xed Race," Cll1ld 
Meetion, 40 (Summer/ Autumn 1962) P• 23. 
66~d :P'an8b.el1 A 8tu$Y 9f Ne1£2 Adoptions (Uew Yorks Child Wel.£are 
Ieagu.e of Jllnerica, Ine., $8), P• IS. 
The division, however, is not as cl.ear as these .figures make it 
apnea.r, since practically all pa.rents gave more than one reason for adopting. 
Fifty..two per cent or the couples ma:nif'ested wanting to adopt the child "to 
love and be loved•, to give continuity to the nuclear fa.mi~. Some who1 
according to their own expressions, adopted because 0£ their need for children 
already had children. 'lhua, most of those who cited their need to have a child 
as the motivation %or adoption el.ready comple'ted the requirements of a .family. 
In the instance or those t'W8Dty per cent who mntioned dif'ficultiea as to 
fertility, all were not absolutely ruled out medically trom hav:lng their om 
child1•1mi. Sixteen per cent adopted because of ~thy for a child being 
"hard to place". Twelve per eent reported that they decided to adopt due to 
a distinct biaa towards the mack child. The id.ea of "brotherhood o:f ma.nit 
was much inter-linked with motivation a.a mentioned under 8 Religion"• 
1'btivation is always a significant factor 1n arf3' adoption, but in the 
White-BJ.:iick type oloaer attention should be given. A knowledge of' motivation 
does not come easily, it becomes ma.rrl.fest through the pe.t"si:m•s total exper1enc 
Its final clarification is an outgrowth of the parents• mritur1ty1 capeclty 
tor insight, and pro,jeotion into the frustrations of the iroapeative future. 
'l'he aigniticant question i8 Vl.y the rising interest in these particmlar 
adoptions, over and above the deaire to give love to and receive love from a 
child. A meaningf\11 fa.ct was di.<Jclosed. by Mrs. Sellsrs of Children •a Di viaion1 
that Since the beginning of 19681 in general fi.fty white pa.rents haw applied. 
for adoptions. 0£ this n'llll1ber, twenty have been approved, and eight of these 
couples requested a Negro child.67 There seems to be an interest in giving 
t!/lnterview With Mertha Sellers, Sectional atpervisor, Cook County 
Pu.bllc Aid Dept. Chicago Illinois .ble 28 1968. 
not only to the child, but IJ.so to a. disquieted society, what they possess 
and enjoy in thei1" 011?1 lives. The new trend seems to be an open expreuion of 
the white conscience senattive to polarizing the relations between two 
communities, whereby lhite attitudes are at le~ as important as white dee~ 
To prevent open breakdovn1 the Viite man i8 willing to denotmce and even 
oppose a agystem that has int.ringed. upon the cat'd:inal tenet of dl!moera.cy. 
Howve:r guilty or imperfect, the new resolve Ml'lteN en a •lot o£ lli#tle 
e.ttorta by lots of people• tor a genuine· relationship between white and 
Bl.ack commnity members. 
FAMIW.t REIATimJSHIP 
The factual description ot the .families through previous chapters 
nrves a ccmvenient N!erenee point in locating them in apace, tima, and 
behaviorally. We have aeen some of their f'unotions as individuals and as a 
part of their conmamitiea. Ch thl.s bP.ais certain tentative h)'potheses emerge. 
With the forthcoming material. we delve into the .tamUy•s stability and plan 
ot adophion. 
TABIE XI 
NUMBER OF TI-;tRS MAl'lRIED 
8 
·1 . : I 
l 14 l 
: I ( 3 l l2 
marria i l ! 4 Divorce rate prer.tous to rreaent ge ! I 
5 - 'years 24 
Ae the data indicate, t.he couples• least years in marriage are two. 
The highest number of years in marria{,• by a couple are eight.em. The 
mean yea.rs of ma.rria.ge tor the group as a 1h ole is lO .$. 
In tenllS of marriage 1 this is an extremely stable group. at ·the 
twanty..fiw families :lnterv.l.ewed, the preSEl.'l.t marriage was the tiratJ for all 
but one wife it was the seoond. The low divorce rate among these couples 
suggests the possibility that au.ch couples reveal little evidence o£ social 
pathology. It should be pointed out that agencies do not eategoriee.lly reject 
a.pplicat,icma ~ on the basis of divorce. ii1ile some agencies do no~ 
eliminate divorced applicants as a matter of policy, it. is possible that 
social lfOS"kers tend to look id th auspicion upon those who haw a history of 
marital. inatablity. We haw no way o£ lm.oldng the number O'¥' t.:rpe of parents 
whose applications tor these t1J,8 ot ad~ions have been retuaed.. 
lbre important thal1 the formal stability of the marri.age, vu the 
impreasion given o:t oornmication between the partners. 'l'his vu indicated 
by the expel"lenced atat.f or the agencies and b,- the limited contact or the 
researcher. I:n these homes, each pa.:rent had specific ,duties that he oa.rried 
out apin-op.riately and without M.dence ot "'tlol"king at it", wile in areas of 
ltlared responsibility they zd.mply and harmoniou.sl.,v per.fornll9d as a teara. Each 
had ata.tus, bo'th in his own eyes end in the eyes o:f his SJDU&e• Family lite 
was ca:n-ied out w:i.th a carte.in natural.'leas and ease even under normal duress. 
The husband end the wife wore proud of each other and sensitive to 
each other's needs. They indicated this quality in natural, una.ffected ·..rays, 
not by stereotype statements. It was evident in the security with which they 
discussed their i."ldividual points 0£ view, in their floeedorr.. to differ• and 
1n their 111.ltual respect £or each other's point of view. hhen the mothers 
had spoken., they made clear their satisfaction with their husbands and their 
esteem tor them, and they presented themselves aa wmen 'tihoae husbands loved 
and esteemed them. 
Each member of the .famil.7 enj o,ed each other's companionship, but 
they also had separate interests am. activities. They did not use either 
their minimal outside interest or their joint recreational activities as a 
substitute for close family li.fe1 nor did the parents• outaide interest. 
interfere with their essential. mthering or fathering roles. Their emtional 
needs were not such that the parents made exceesi ve demands on the children 
or attempted to hold them too c:tmJe. 
Decision to Adopt-The parents found it diftictilt to recall. who 
tltought ot adoption f'inrt. Wlare one parent apaci.f'ied,, it Wf!S usually with 
the reservation that he or she had read1 heard, or seen i'J.rst1 but both had 
decided together. Neverthlees, men one pp.rent was named as the initiator, 
it was usuall:r the wife. 
TABIEm 
FAMILY PATTEml OF n~rrIATii'IG DISCU SSIOW OF ADOPTIOH 
Initiator Numbel" !\tr cent 
Can•t remember or both 13 s2 
Wlf'e 9 36 ( I ! 
Husband I ' 
I l2 
l 
! 
Onl,.v in one ease was there mention o.f oo:me far.d.ly disagreo:nent. I:n 
this :family t...l-ie wif'e wanted to adopt,, but the husband was reluctant. Here, 
too, however, it is possible that the dooiai0l8wer& not as unanimous a.a 
they ~.iould appear. I:n. v.tw of the diasmsion existing in a number of falnilies 
in connection with empha.ais or de-emphasis an the ohild•s dual. racial heritage, 
it is possible that in some cases one of the parents passiwly acquiesced to 
the other's wishes, rather than being a :t\tll partner i.'l the act. Ot courae, 
the alternate possibil:tty also exist.a that the picture presented by the parenta 
is accurate, that both pm:oents were 1n :!Ull agreement. Jh this case, were 
dissension now appeared, it would be a development that had ooCUJ:'l"ed atter 
the aiopt1on.t as parents became more aware ot mme 0£ its implications. 
Consultation Mor to Adoption-Al.most two thirds of these adopters 
did not consult an;rbody before making formal application, md ot those wilo 
did, the majority consulted one o:r the other of the sixteen adoption agencies. 
Parson Consulted 
Nobody 
Adoption Agency 
TABLE nn 
OONSULTATION PRIOR TO AOOPlION 
Number 
1 
16 ; l 
6 l I I Other (parent,. minister) 3 l 
Fer eent 
64 
24 
l2 
Thua1 as has been noted• moat c0t1ples did m_ consult their pa.rents, 
f'rienda1 neighbors, eto •• but regarded the decia.t.on as one IJtriet:i,- conceming 
themselves. vlhere they did seek Olltside ad:vie•• they turned to those who bad 
-
.tirst-h.and experience with Negro child adopticns. 
Source of Aln'lreness of Availability of Child-The usual manner in 
which parents beca"OO aware of the availability of Negro children was in the 
whic."1 a'nOunte:i tC\ 60 per cant; whereas 24 per cent lea.med through adoption 
agencies a.nd 16 per cent throU~ pro.fesrd.o?UU contacts. 
SOURCE OF AWAREN'ESS OF AVllIABILI'l'Y 
OF UEGRO mcrw 
source Number Fer cent 
News media, T.v., radio, 
newspapers, i?nd magazines 15 60 
! 
Adoption Agencies 6 I 24 ,,_ 
I 
Profe8$ional contacts 4 1 16 
, ! 
; I 
It can easily be noted that this nw social phenomenon seems to be 
covered tmd is receiving notable attention by the news m.edia in view of the 
large nention of this source. 
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Association of lndtcators with the Negro-Pr~ctic::>ll,y in all instances 
some previous experience of the adoptive couples through the years involved 
some social contact with Black people• The relationship seemed to be from 
occasional to regular, in periods of' time. These experiences varied from time 
spent working w1 thin the "fence Corps" in African oount.ries to profeesionaJ. 
services rendered u doctors, Ministers, md social workers. A sizeable 
per cent have worked at volunta:ry aenices at hospitals where Bl.ttck children 
were patients. Sonte of these parents have worked with mixed youth groups 
connected 'Hi.th Church or SOt;ial agencies. 111 three instances the ooul).1es 
aeted as babyi-si tters for their Megro friends. 
fl 
TABIE rl 
PREVIOUS ASSOOIATIOU 'WlTH HEMO CJIIIDR1!1J 
BY ADOPTIVE COUPUS 
Number Per cent 
16 64 
8 l2 
' 
I 4 I l I 
I I j ! 
Age Preference--\\bare a pre.terenee £or newborn or T91"Y :voung babies 
was u;pres,ed, roost parents usuall.y remarked that the J'OUftger the child, the 
easier the integration into the tamU7,. '?here vu also the .tear expressed 
that children who were not given a home at a very young age could sutf'er as 
a result of unwise or mltiple foster home placement with deleterious effects 
on their later development. 
TABLE XVI 
AGE OF CHIIDREU AT PIACEMENT 
An Placed !lumber Per oent 
Under 6 months 12 l 48 i 
6 Mmtha - 2 years l 10 
i 40 i j j l 
' Over 2 years l 3 ' l2 i 
' 
I 
l ' l i 
Almost halt the children uho were placed into adoption were under 
siX months. less than half were between six months and tWJ years, md three 
were a .rev months beyond two ~· 
SU Pre.ference-P.re.f'erence fbr male births in Ollr culture demonstrates 
the importance placed upon "blood ties"-tor exa..'l:lple, natur~J. parents tend to 
prefer boys over girls, at least for their first child. Adoptive parents on 
the other hand, tend t.o prefer !lr!:J over bozs,_, Rael Jem Isaa.d statea, 
Dr. Kirk 1 agd.n through h1a queationna:b.'9s, sought to dis-
cover the meaning of the preference for girla on t.he part 
of the would-be adoptive parents. <:ne expla?:tation otten 
offered hes been that Yi""Olilen a.re the trime movers behind a 
decision to adopt girl.a. &t through questioning lilOmeD. 
both before and after they had children, Dr. Kirk found 
that woman tended to prater the sex of the chiU. they 
aJ..::r'Gad.y had-not realJ.7 to pre.fer girls or boys as such. 
He v~s left wi+..b the conclusion that adoptive parent.a, 
pa.rticular:ty the adoptive :f'ather, shm:-e community attitudes 
abOut the impol"tence of preserving blood lines. G.irk, 
whose names a.re changed anyway with marriage, represent 
much less of a threat to the f8l:l'.il;y tt:n2ne" th&1 boys. A 
girl would tllen beeome the c~e solution for both 
parents as they tum to adoption • .1 
'!he adopters in our study, however, show only a slight preference fo1• 
!'em.ale children. 
TABIE XVII 
SEK PREFF;RE!,CE 
Preferred Sex Rumber Ftlr cent 
Girl I ll I ~ l I 36 Boy ! 9 
: f l. I < s Indiffel"ent 20 j ,, 
' ~ ! 
• 69,._ m--'1--- ro L. 
... sac, .AdonttnP'. a Child 'J.DWLV. PP• lou-u9. 
klhe!'0 a pref'eronoe tor one se::t or the other WlS mentioned, this -:.ros 
given for pre.fer.ring one sex or the other were pra.cti.cal; e.g., the fmirl.ly 
alre~:efiy h.a.d the ehild fs elot.,lii.'1g.. A fetr parents r;e:itionod they had chosen 
a boy or a e:trl because the;r liked child.ren of that sex. In short, from what 
we were told1 'there seemed to be no connection between preference for one 
sex or the other and the children's racial herittJgc. 
Sldn. Color Preference-In the question ot in~acilll adoptions a 
frequently expressed opinion is that agencies tend to be considerate of 
anplica:nta· ' ·fflquests l"S to color. This would suggest that white couples would 
have some rest~tians for their ador>tion planning. Fmshel in his study 
Color as a factor in the social status Sl"S'i;era o:t 1:..1.e Uegro 
COJllmltlity has been reco~ by .Frasier, M.y,rdal1 Kardinu'1 
Davis and Dollard. ~aro-•tic e::i;perienoe makes it hard to 
believe that mat workers would not knw that the antecedent 
effect of slavecy and the con~ora.ry :bupact of racial dia-
criminati~ have tended to make both negro and white conscious 
of color. 
The de:I.;:" (11.sclosed 1.."l. this linif..erl population (Table XV!!I) would 
tend to supPOrt the view that the mean:L.1g of skin color as a :t'actor :in 
ad.option is oo:mvlex, rather than s:lnrole in analyais. There see:ms to be no 
hmoogeneous attitude 'Which would see.1 to underlie the adopt!w parents• request 
sa 
TABIE XVIII 
ADOPTIVE EA.RENTS' ${IM 00 WR m~:rc.E 
Pref erenee llumber l'lr cent 
I PW Ad 9 • 1 t tip 
' 
Dark 5 I i 20 
U.~t 9 )? 
Inditterent 11 h4 
There seems to be no sign::i.t.icant relationshin shown bet-'.reen skin color 
. " 
and the adoptive parents 1 child pre:fo:::-ence. Seeningly t.tie deductio11 esn be 
:lnt'erred that these p&l."Emts are ablo to plan effectively regard.leas of ~'le 
various color shades in the children. In the request ibr a light color child 
the reasons given generall,;r related to the child. •s .tu.ture wellare. They would 
not want to tal"..e one that would look so different &i to oau.Ge much comment and 
1n time pla.ce tmdu.e pressure upon. the child. Agmin those who ruat.le & preference 
tor a dark child stated that, once having made a racial choice, the matter 0£ 
col.or would be o:f lesser significance. 
other Children of Adoptive Fa~ts-The collected data here refer 
to the number of' children t.'1at were in the home of the adoptive pa:ren:t;s at 
the time 0£ adoption. This took into ecmsideration their O'Wl1 natu.rel born 
offspring and those mo wmoe alreti<l;r adopted into the fa:m:Uy. 
A frequent question raised about adoptions concerns the presa1ce or 
other child'ten in the home, especially nat•ural children of' tJ1e a::loptive ~ 
TABIB m 
OTHER CHILDREN IN ADOPr!W FAMILY 
AT TlME OF PIACmnm 
Ohlldren in the Home Number Per cent 
; 
' 
lf()wntt 8 )2 
Adopted ~ 20 
Both •om" and adopted 6 24 
No other children 6 24 
In all cases where any other children in the famiq were able to 
u:nderstnndt the parenta stressed that they conaulted them about their plans. 
1n about 80 per oait of the fam:ilies who had children in their 
homes, the :reaction of the ldblings posed no probl~they were either too 
young to 'UDderstand or elae accepted the plm enthwdasticalJ:r. 1'he moat 
frequent way- o:r preparing the child.rm was ha.Ting the children •share in• 
making the decision to adopt. A single form of disouas:lon of questions and 
ansers1 explaining to the child he would be sharing his home with child who 
had none. In !bur families, however, one or more children did express eome 
anxiety a.bout hav.i.ng a Negro child in the fami)Jr. In gtmeral the abildren's 
hesitation was only temporary• 
Some people .feel that it may be a disadvantage to have both natural 
and adoptive children in the same fami~. No di:f':ferenoes in oire1•all adjust.."!18n1; 
could be associated with mixing natural and adoptive children a.a indicated. by 
our population. 
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The desire and need .for children seemed to plny a significant role 1n 
their 11....es, particularly :f"or the wives. CE.ly two oouples mentioned th::it 
they had ever considered not having any children,, md their situation was 
-
a.typical. M.'st reported that, at the time of marriage, having many children 
was one of their goalEh In eome cases the parents considered their present 
families .far frol'.i complete. The emphasis on the importa."'lce of children 
suggested becomes clearer when we examine some attitudes expressed. 'J.be 
percentage o:r part-time working 'Wives in our population is ~/ emall, $_. ~,., 
8 per cent. 1bst wives, when questioned about their future pl1ns, categori• 
cally replied that they had no intention to return to work lull t:U'le. ~is 
is in spite of the !act that m:my of these wives had undergone professional 
training. If any conflict of career vs. marriage existed 1n this grou.p, it 
was not expressed. The wives, too, seemed to display a general disinclination 
to leave their children with ba~itterth 
Their recreational patterns, too, seemed to be home-centered. The 
p?'1mary interests of both seem&d to be re:ading, llitening to music, 'latching 
T.v. Some of the husbands reported. recreational interests outaide of the 
home, e.g., gol.f.'1 temi:is1 boWling1 handball, etc. M::>st ot the vdvas seemed 
content to pursue their hobbies at home: painting and sewing. 
Plans tor the tu.ture disclosed a heavy investment 1n their children. 
Al;::iost. all the parents hoped that their children would receive a high tom 
of educaticm, at least college. 'While these families might be called child-
eentered, a chance observation auguested that these children did not :rule the 
families by any means. Oenerall.Y, the parents had no problem ot control of 
their lively children during the interviews. 
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In their attitude to their children, too, :met parents atron~ 
insisted on thei:r children's right to :t.\U.tlll their own capacities md choose 
their own paths. Pa.rents might desire a college education or a certain type 
of ma.riage1 but the children had the right and obligation to choose tar 
themselves. 
I11 stressing the qualities of independence or self-reliance, we should 
not give the impression that these parents had a.chiev<:~d a state of perfection, 
or even serenity- r::s indicated dur:lng family- interviews. 1n instances there 
was d19Play of 'Qn.CGl"ta:tnty and, at times, manifest signs of eo.nfiiot in 
handling certa:i:l areu~s or their liwes. \ttat Memad. to characterise them, 
however, was the strong eondctt-. that co.n.tliot had to be resolved in terms 
of' inner goals and valuesJ the correct answer was one that is right for them 
specifically as indi'fiduala. 
Dietanoe of Husband and Wife Fron1 Parents-To determine whether these 
parents a;re more or leas socially iaolated from their families, we used the 
two follow::t.ng measures. 
TABm XI 
GEOGRAPHIC D!STA.WCE OF HUSJlAUD AND WIFE FROM P.A.Rt~1TS 
~. ,_ l WJ.Yes Distance 1n Miles ?lumber Per cent Nwnber Per cent 
lees than 2' 4 
I 
16 4 l l6 
l • I 
26-100 l2 t ~ ) 20 
' 
' 
r 
' ( ! 
101-500 44 
; l 36 ll 9 ., ~ 
i 
More than '00 s 20 4 f' 16 \ 
l 
Il!tceased. and no respmue 2 a ) ' 12 ' i 
: 
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The table indicates that 20 per cent of the wives :md husbands reside 
twenty .f'iw or less miles away from their parents. Twenty per cent of the 
wives and 12 per cent of the huab:.nJs::zlive .from 26 to 100 miles from their 
parents. Jndicating a greater degree o:f isolation from the parents, within 
the range or 101....)00, are the 40 per cent of the husbands ani 36 per cent of 
Frequencies with which Families Visit Pa.rents-Geographical diatmce 
from parents obrlou~ is not ~us vith 8'1Ci.al distance, since cloae 
family ties may exist even though distaiee separates the family. <he way of 
assessing the degree of social interaction betveen adopting couples and their 
parents ia to lea:m how frequently they visit ea.ch other. 
TABU.: XII 
FREQUJ!lWY OF ADOPl'DlG C'.OUPLFE VISITMG P.AREHTS 
- ~ ot Visitation Mwnber Fer cent 
·-
Weekl;r l l I 4 ! j l 
l I 
Mot weekly but at least once a I 
month 1 
' 
12 
I 
Once or 8"8r8l times a ,ear f lS 60 
Never or deeeaaed 6 24 
It riust be understood, however, that greater distance from parents 
tends to be an inhibiting factor. This suggests that the 68 per cent who 
fall within the range of living mre than 100 miles away from p~rents have a 
low frequency o:r visitation. Also must be emphasized the fact that the largest 
proportion, :!i.e. 1 60 per cent, visit pare..""lts ones or several times a year. 
6) 
Ch-end.pa.renta• Reaction to Adoption-A plllrality of the grandparents-
40 per cent-can be listed as favorable. Tl1'>Se ld. th indit:ftJrent attitudes 
munt to about 24 per cent, mich poasi~ could cowr certain conoeal.Ji»nt. 
Those unf"avorable i"l'JDunted to l.2 per cent. One husband expressed himself' in 
this way, "ltr .tam.1.ly considered me aJ:wa:ys an odd-ball.• 'While one wife said 
the folloWing of the ptn"enta t reaction, "!his is precisely the sort of thing 
you would do, much like today•s college tj'pe.• The :remainder fell within those 
'Who had no living parents or who had no fam:l:cy- contact. 
TABIE XDl 
GRAMDP.ARENTSt AOCEYrAMCE OF THE ADOPrION 
Reaction Number ier cent 
Favorable 10 
i 
40 
Indi.tferent 6 24 1 
i 
Unfavorable l l 12 ~ 
i 
I 
Mo living parents or no contact 6 I 2k : 
i j 
It can be seen that the majority of the grandparents approved the 
aioptiorus. The lack 0£ positive sentimnt in this population may simply be a 
re.f'lection 0£ the tact that in men:r cases the contact betwen the grandparents 
and pat'Wlt.s was so negligi.ble that the grandparents w:re a1mpl:9' indifferent. 
As to the unfavorable responaea of the grandpa.rents, it can be noted that no 
special tbl'eats wre di:rected of any weight to be cone.med. 
In general; however, most parents in our population re-pol'ted that other 
relt>tives were mostly indifferent to the adoption, or in other.' words, 11couldrt •t 
ea.re less." 
These various £actors (frequency of vlsitation, attitude toward 
adoption, distmce from parents and their attitude to-ward adoption, and 
influence in adoption) when ta.ken together suggest that the adoptive parents 
are less tied, not onl,v to the itmnediate family system, but to the total 
kinship as well. 
tr:tsts, psycholog:ists, and ta.m:Uy counselors provide id.ea.a an what to look for 
at the lower eI¥l of the lllllltal health sea.let strikingly- eccentric behavior, 
overwhelming arud.ety1 exceesive guilt deemed unhealtb;r. 
Some a.genci.ea do not become involwd 1n the placement of Bl.mik ehil.dren 
in white families, with the conT1.ction that motives are in F.reud.ian terms 
crucial. !he situation is this: could some psychic mechanism cause mite 
parents to undertake the burden, imposed on this •ociet:Y1 of' raising a cldld 
of a dit£erent race? \.hen a question is treated in this way 1 the answer could 
be distti.rbing, courUng comiunity disapproval and hostility. !ilvf"!luating human 
nature, e'erye>ne has these drives to so:me degreeJ but if the couplets motiva-
tions are looked at in this way, some of the glamor of their candidacy wears 
ott. We see people no more than average lbo endure the challenge of' ~yta 
problems. Some ai• apt to take on greater responsibility and .t\tnction with 
no abnormal. behavior. According to I.son Saul, 
It is ha.rd to realize the extant to which people torture 
themselves by the :reaction of their ow oonsoiences. art 
just as we tend to undel"estima.te the power o! the conscience 
and its role in human li.£e1 so in other wa:,rs are a-pt to 
overestimate.71 
6S 
\hat .further must be noted is the number of contacts 0£ these parents 
with the professional agency staff and the medical evaluations. Honoe, with 
any indications of nega:~ive behavior, 'these couples llkel,v would not have 
bean cona:idered. 
Conclusion-On the basis of this popuh:tion 801'.l'Je tentative h~,TJOt~~:;sea 
about t..ie dynamic characteri..1tics of this population is possible. These people 
seem to be leas tied not only to their immediate :f'amil..y S'Jstems, but to the 
total kinship eyatem1 there is a c...tain degree ot detaehment from the general 
commuitys they have strong ettectivo investments 1n t.11.eir nuoleer' .families. 
and place great value on individual dnel.Opment and self-realization. 
'What at':l.ses here concerns the reliability end the validity of each 
of these hypotheses. I~r, ewn if we are "'5.lling to make the assumption 
that each of these hypotheses is separatel..Y valid, the ·task remains of tr:ving 
to integrate them and to inoorporate tt'lft w:l..thin a p.ven sociological fram.e-
work. 
A number of possibilities are available. \e observe a certain 
isolation from their families, their detachment to a degree trom the conmmdty• 
These added to the adoption of a ID.PCk child might be considered as a part 
of the a,ndrome of tt aru.·11'.Ue" 1 which Maclver defines es "the breakdown of ·the 
1..'ld:i:vidual•s sense of attachment to soe1ety.tt12 In contrast to the self-
.Alienation which is another essential charaoteritic of anomie• according to 
~ J. Sau.1.1 Itootional Maturity (fbiladelphia., M:>ntreal: J .D. 
!Ai.ppincott eo., 1960), P• 10B. 
72R. M. Me.elver, The ~rte We G.t~r?- (Mew Yorkt The Macmillan Co., 
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Srole, this group displays a strong a:f'f1-1."'mation of and capacity tor behavior 
which is eonsistant with their individual norms, if not those of soeiety.73 
Deviancy is not only a s:;rmptom of ~1Justment, rut it. can also be an 
indication of !-,.Utono!llt• Perhaps it is Rt.esman et. al. who have best dr1'::181 
the dist:i.notion between anoae, and ?U:to~ a distinction Which may be vital 
tor an unierstanding of this group. 
Th.e autononous are those who on the whole a.re capa.ble o:r 
contormi.~g to the behavioral nOl"!mS of their society - a 
capacity t,l:le anomics usuallY lack •but are free to choose 
whether to conform or not. 74 
Any attempt at sociological forrnul?tion. is S'llgcre.fllt:t.ve, but. it ~ains 
·within the realm of epeeulation. The theoretical fcmmlations of "anomie", 
investigation of :L'l'ldividua.1 d:;mam1.cs and variations would be necessary before 
this population could be integrated within one or the other theory. Neverthe-
less, this speculation does prcrdde a perspeet1:ve from 'Wlieh to vie1·r at.tr data, 
and a starling point for .rutur0 reserTeh• 
731. Srole1 "Social Integration and Certain Collaries: An E:cploratory 
study-it, ~r_1canl .~p.iolog!eal Rev;t~~ 19,6, rn, 709-16. 
~14z>. niesman., M. Glaaer1 and R. Denney, 'l'he Ionel;y: Crowd.,.(Iiew 'Iorio 
lbubleda.y and eo., 19!>4), P• 27l:5. 
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Cllil.PrEH VI 
THE CHIID t S !\J;JUSTMl'!'f'l' 
'lhis chapter will provide opportunitios for parents to express their 
thoughts on the child• e adjustnent and. any anticipations tl1ey :r.d.ght have fOJ! 
their child as he or she matures. It attempts to discover any unique 
m.."Perienoes of the families el.so those anticipated or unantioipated, as they 
carry out their da,y-to-day activities. Th.& investigation of anticipation in 
this study is 1iJleh more exploratory and much less grounded on objective avid.em: 
than other aspectH or t,.,11.e study. 
In approaehing this material, we mu.st remember that sooie of these 
children were only recently born and plaeed into the homes at the time of 
the study. Also none of the children go be~ the age of six, indicati.'1.g a 
relative short stay within the femily. ·with th1.s factor in nti.nd, still 
ever:,ibody wants to know how well these children develop m.d adjust. 'lhus, w 
shall present in.formt'tion bearing on the ai:quacy of the adopted children •s 
tlmt$ioning a~ the time the study was made. 
Besides the information gatherec:i from the pa...~ts 1 profeas:3.onal. ertaf'f 
and agency case records wre used. lit think that the lll:m of the information 
about ad,jUlltmsnt is fairly dependable and as much as the eircu..'1'1Sf;anoes 0£ this 
short duration allow. 
We tried both directly and indirectly to discover to what a::ct:.ent the 
adoptive parents were satisfied or disappointed with the wq the adoptions 
were working out. As often happens, the indirect ways seemed r.cre depend.able, 
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and the final estimate took t.hern 1'111y into account. 
Special Preble.ms of Ado-nti ve P~rents--,m indirect, clue to pa.rental 
satisfaction lta.~ gle:med hy as!ctne ":het l'rore t.'le speeial proble:!ns of' being 
an adoptive parent in the oa.ae or the Negro child. The majority of the 
parents, 84 per cent, declared that there Wf!l1"e no probler-is pee:riliar to adoptive 
parenthood, tha:C. it 11~.s no more difficult than rearing chi 1dren or yo'ttr' own. 
About 16 r>er cent of the oooptiw pa.rants mentioned one or ::nore problems 
specific to adoptive 'l)C\;."entho0<.l. T!ie table below suggests the t.ain heaclings 
TAB!E IXIII 
PROBI.&MS OF AOOPrIVE PA.ltl!r.J'rS 
No special prohlsms, aant u 
any pa.rents, .just like "mm" 
Concern about special handli..'1.g 
of child (d.:i.seipli11e, tl1ttmb-
suoking, rocking); special 
expectations tor h:1m 
21 
4 
64 
16 
This table concerns child problems 't41..thtn the home proper; other 
a.s-pects w.i.11 be treated in later mater."ial. 
:1'10 Probler\\ of Tell.ing--The factor of. "aeknovled~t of difference" 
is an important one.75 The problem of "telling" i::nd its rr~fications is one 
ot the core issues in adoption. For 1i'Ol'.lt parents confronted by the task it 
poses a severe eonruet. Qi the one hand, cur.rent soaial work policy and 
popular opinicn demands that the c..'ltildren be told as soon u posstble. But 
for the pe.rents t."'iis technique ia not the eure-all whioh it is usuall;r 
cons~.dered. For tho "telling" involvas a reoog;nition, ili'l}Jlicit or e::...-plie:i.t, 
that their child r a histor;-1 preda:ws his :residence in their i'ardly, t,,hat he 
has had another set of pa.rents. 
In t..lie case cf our population,, the $1.tu;.ttion apr;ears to be slightly 
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to inform their childr'en tlu.d~ the,- are not their genetic children. Rather, 
the adopting parent decides not whether to intorm but how to h.a.ndle the child' 
-
inquiries about physic&! differences. AL"1Dst all the parent.a in our populati 
are agreed on the principle that the children should be told about their 
adoption al"'.d their raeia.J. herit~ge. 
H011ever, when one considers more in detail how the child is to bo 
told, there aeem to be a variety of schemes, considerable indecision, and 
some fai.i-d.:b' d.U'ferences. A.a we heve noted, thia may be simply the result 0£ 
the parents• not knawi .. ng how to deal with a problem that ~Y have not ~ 
able to adopt a ?Ti:~~ child does not, of itselt1 solve til-ia problc::n of "te111.."'lg• 
col'l'Jl!Unicatio:n, one of discussion witi'in a. close family group, 'Where ehildren 
were of an age to understa..11d+ :each adopted child was t'1elc01'100. and :.iccepted 
i:ntc the famil.y t1imilsr to ·a na~-born. 
iflere there were older children :l.n the fwrl.1;r in our popul~1tfon1 
prejudice and bigotry b;v t.l-ie parents were i!' most i.rist<.mcos (lj.scussed and 
resolved. These fa.>ni .. l:tes: :felt that th.ev should ~,~a all their c1d.ldr:!!1, t>Thite 
and non-white, son:e info~.tlon on race, racial reyt.hs, v..nd the dt:f'ferent peop 
of the world, so that they would be able to answer questions d:i.:reeted t,1 thf'.J1l 
by other ohildi-ett. Four fal':'.'d.lies reported that t.liey make special effryrts to 
b:i."'Oaden their soe~.al contacto w:lth peo-::)lo of all races. 
School J~d:justzi1'~nt--Of th~' 1 .. ihole pop11utt:im1, only £0"'.rr <'ClopteJ. ci1:tldl."en 
are attendin~ any tyne o:f school. ~levertheless, un to nov there does not seem 
to be any difficulty. On three oecnsi.ons the children 1:-i.ave been called nm"les 
by their peers, but in each ease the parents et.reseed that this did 111..>t create 
a. serious problem and was settled by the children them.3elfts. 
In :many Where the children a:::"e of nre-sohool age, a note of optirr,isra 
prevails. Stress is laid on the recent :interpretation or hous:ing and school 
integration by the Court.. Although. 't•h&r& is mat some m;q call a ttwhite 
back-lash.", also with it comes improved race relations, and this will haw 
~ eff'ect on the experieneea of the children :bi the tutu.re. Some h a.ve 
rnentioned that their neighbor:tng so..h.ools h~ no prob1en'S of s:t.rnL+'icanee md 
are ha.pr;ily inteisrated. 
Pro:>ents• Intention or Atteupt to T~aoh Negro Child'f1 Identity--'llle 
pa..t"ents have been asked it' they had twght or planned. to te.reh their &:ild:ren 
as to their racia1.-et.hnic identity. 'l'o i:J1:i_s quaation 00 per ca.rrt s:d:1 Y~s, 
and 20 per cent answered QiUY if t..he cidld asks. Onl;r B per cent said no, tmd 
12 per cent were not 5-!1 ~.!'.!lit anongst theriselves. 
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TABIE XXIV 
PARI!l'iTS t ATTEMPl' OR INTEl1TIOU 
TO TI~CH CHILD ts RACIAL-ETHrJIC ID1'1JTI'l'Y 
Resnonse Humber Per cent 
Yes, like other children 1$ 60 
Cftly if child asks i 5 20 ! 
l 8 Ho I 2 
' J 
Pa1'9nts disagree I l2 l l l 
' 
The present Btudy provides little data for understanding the relation-
ship between the child•s identity and the parents• understanding of it. 
However 1 this relationship ma;r be one of the ioore important considerations of 
trans-racial adoptions. 'l'here is some information in the study that may- be 
utilized in speculating about the cllild's identit:r and the parentst relation 
to it. Umited though it :ts, it ma,y- lead to a more complete investigation 
of :tt. 
'lhere are certain social psychological situations which arise within 
the family. It is likely that these differences will lead the child to 
relatively e~rlier questionings about his identity by diatinquishing between 
his biolog:lcal parents (a reference group) snd his social parent. (a membership 
group} accord:l.ng to Cbuld and Kolb.76 Che might rtd.ae the questton whether 
74Jalius Gould and William r.. Kolb1 A Dictionm; of the Soeial Sc:iernces (New York~ The Free Pre-.Df m..ncoe, 1964J, P• ~BO. · 
behavior patterns of m:!nority groups ar.::: sutficiently distinct ao aa to be 
termed a separate "culture" or "subculture"• 1n tlle case of the American 
12 
Negro this is the crucial question of the day. Carmichael states, ttHis 
blackness is an ever-p.resent fact of this racist soeiety, whether he recognizes 
it or not. tt 77 A mu.oh less militant 78-year-old woman t1P;rs1 "Being a Iiegro is 
no disgrace, but it atre is an inconvenience. 1178 Colle in treatment of the 
issue points to the potential of a. .favorable .tu:t;ure change in the leg,ro bnagtJJ9 
'lhese few observations suggest that, at least for a large portion of the Uegro 
population, ?legro experiences differ !Nm those of the majority gro~lP• 
Obviously, the child removed fJ."Om an impersonal setting of institu-
tional care and provided with a family relationship will develop idcntit.ics 
and social skills for effectively dealing with his environment. \.hero the 
pa.rents are somewhat superior in their aocio-econondc status, the ch:i.li 
receives en additional advantage. If the parents a.re able to assist. ~:~c child 
in his identity problems through childhood, he ought to be well on his way 
towrrd maldng adquate adjustments. 
77stoke~ Carmic}lael and ¢harles v. Hamilton, Black fuwer (I;ew York: 
Randor,1 !Iouae1 1967), P• 54. 
78Bobert B. Johnson, '*Negro Reactions to Minority Group Sbatua1 " 
fuieial t>nd Ethnic Relations. ed. Bernm-d E. Segal, (New Turk: 1homa.s Y. 
dr:OWell Co., !906J, P• 2&i. 
79Bo:yal D. Colle, "1he HegitO Inulge and the Mass Madia, tt lllasertation 
Abstracts, Cornell University, S:>ciologr, Vol. 281 1967-681 No. l•.31 P• 1150. 
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Anticipation ot :future S>Gial Situations-In tbe lhole unexplored 
area of Negro adoptions b7 mite parents, the f'ttt.ure is uncharted social 
territory". None of our parents has any models .from libich to derive suggested 
d.irection1 tor none knows of an,.. trans ... racial adopted chilclr9n who have reached 
adolascanee. It is not surpriaing, therefore. that .tor most or these pa:renta 
cona1d.eration ot the tutu.re ia a source of uncertaint;r and 110me amd..ety. 
Parents' Anticipations Ifigtl1rcli..ng Dating-lb respect to dating, opinion 
is varied. A. pluralit;y of pe.?'8nta, 1.e., 48 per cent, do not ant1ci?1t.e aey 
problezus. Thirty aix per cent of the parents think it 'W'1ll present a major 
problem. The parents 'Who disagree or can•t anticipate are 16 per cent. 
TABLE IXV 
ffLREi(!'S t ANTICIPATIONS REOA.RDD10 DATn'fG 
• 
- Number F1!tr cent 
Anticipate no problems ! l2 48 i 
Anticipate major probl.ems 9 36 
Can •t anticipate or parents 
4 16 disagree 
' 
'lhe parents ti.ho do not mticipa.te any problems as to dating feel that 
society• as never before, is changing in attitudes, especially ai'ter civ.U 
rights legislation. They feel that the children as indiv.lduala already have 
a more seou:re place in most oonm.mities. The parents who do anticipate l"aCi&1 
-
probl.ems in connection with dating will try tf prepare their children to 
meet. these problems by' the development or internal fortitude or by apecU'ic 
religious orientation. In a few hurt.a.noes, the parents hoped that the 
children •s personal attributes will be more important than their racial 
background. 
Parents' Jb::pactations Rega:rd:tng Merriage-'When the question of 
marriage to a white or not-white partner was posed, most of the disagreerr.ient 
seems to have ooc.'Ul"ed within families, rather than among families. The 
general 0¢.nion was that there a:t:ll~YB will be problems w1 th ~ded 
}X)ople, and mah will depend where the children W'.ill be living at the r.iJ:n1h 
TABD!: XIVI 
PARENTS' EX:FECTATIOMS R.EXllROING MARRIAGE 
.Resnanse .. . ~ cent -· 
I ' Race not important, or 
' up to the children 10 40 
' ~tel.y white 5 20 
' 
' ( 
Parents disagree 10 ; 40 
1 
' 
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Five of the families favored and hoped for inter-raeial marriage tor 
all their children. The balance ot the replies neither advocated nor rejected 
inter-racial marriage. All the families concerned felt that decision& on 
m:rriage should be made by the tw:> people oonoerned. A general. hope was 
expressed that their children would J!l&l'rY' someone of sensibility and intelli-
gence w.lth whom they could le.ad useful. and ha.pp:v lives, without. regard to the 
race or background of either p;.d"'trner. 
lltscr1..mination Sufi'ered il'J Parents-tt>et ot the parents, Pbout 80 
per cent, claimed that they th.emselves had su:fi'ered. no discrimination as a 
result of the adoption. !n two oases the husbands mentioned that their 
employers ma.de sone statemant to the effect "they l«>Uldn•t do it", but thaii 
their opinions had been expres~ as i!1div.t.d.uala and h~d not af•feated ·their 
relP;tions nt \!Ork. lihere hoa'tility was reported.1 it was usually Wl"'bal.• A 
couple or parents reported that a. tw colleagues ruomemtarily made th• feel 
unoomf'ortable at a professional meetin.g. 
the parenta anticipated aom di.ti'iculties f'or the dlildrm1 indicat.1.ng 
that their strong loft wo:Wi prepare them for my problems and that they would 
deal with the situation aa it oocuned. 
leople •s Rem.arks as to Adoption-It ~ be pointed out ·tJult no direct 
measure was taken of' parent• a aensi t1 vi ty. A statement bothering one parent 
may have no effect whatao'v'9l" e another. Some wre the following statena:ita 
made: •Ybu people are great.• *'IIow will it 10rk out?" lt.Speoial gift to love 
sOT!l&one else •s cb.ilcl.'* ttDo :rou 'bhink you •n make it?tt "What a going-gene_-:*::- ' 
'Dle majorit," feel some ~t at e:t:f.'18.ive comments, and think 
people llteart lfoll in their attitude. Aleo ao• feel their eomments are not 
entirely w1 thout truth oinco they acted in doing eomething that Dl1fft be done, 
but which is not being dou by ewerymie. M thEr.r !eel that. they have done it. 
:tor their 017tt happ!neac, and that th97 are tenot all that. •nderM.• cnJ.y a 
law ~tage telt hurt or troubled for a abort time b1' some ot the ~ka. 
en the Viole, a rather large proportion da not admit to be:ing di.tU!'bld b1' 
remarks about aioption. The .-emrks that are distur'oing to pa.rents are, ot 
course, ortlented prima;ril.y to racial characteriirtJ.ea. 
Parents• Advice to Prospective Adoptive Parents-An additional 
clue to parental. aatiafaction va.a shown by asking what adv.lee these ~iw 
parent. would giw to people who were thinldng abtA1t adopting a Black child. 
Often people will reveal 1ndirectly1 in answering such a question, re~ 
tions that they would not 'fOioe in talldng about their own experience. The 
advice giTeD by the parents in our population ie rou.gbly clu8itied below 
aocording to the problem area imolved. 
P.A.Rm?St ADVICE TO FROSPF.CTIVE ADOPrIVE PARENTS 
Advice Given. ton;e the ,....."-&ii it' &r , ~ill '&ii truly happy. 
Bit Rre ,w both wish to adopt and love ahUdren. 
Don•t wait until you're too old. 
Do not Wft':r about tabooa J oppoaition i• ..u. 
Adults rarely fight child.rem. 
Con~e Child 
t m lri1ant. 
Adopt :more than oneJ don't rear as o.nJ.;r child. 
Rear the child aa own1 love as your om. 
Oon~ the ·~ 
·r nres pa are startling. 
lbmm relations a.re improrl.ng. 
Oonce~ the A~ion P.rocus it iii?: proiiild'.w ageno:n it f\tssy change. 
Seek ad.vice of clergyman, lawyer• doctor. 
The comments center on the parents and the adoption process rather 
than on the child, 'Which 1111ggesta that satisfaction w1 th the ohild w~• over-
whelming and be)'Ond the ordinary aa a prevailing mood. There was a clear 
conserusus cm the advice gi'9'8n.. The parents find mch aa.tisfacticm. in the 
area of human relations, such as finding that persons accept their adopted 
child. 
A few charaoteristics are notable tor the lack of amt..ton. Ho 
mention was made of selecting a proper locale or awiding certain locniona. 
Nothing was indicated as to the attitudes of the m.aok people aa to tb.ia 
tOl'!ll. of *1opt1on • 
It 18 no~rthy to mention that the majori.ty do not think agency 
procedures to be a hh:t<tranceJ ftll:d.billt,- can be anployed to gam one'• om 
goal. Here it is .-.aed. that eertain dit.f'ioulties preeemted b.r one agenq 
need not be the polioy' ot the other. 
Their empbaaia on inner strength and •lf-relianee was a value that 
these na:rente hopa:l to tranemlt to theht oh1ldren and to prospeetiw ~ive 
p81."ents. Jn the question u to d1scrim:lnaticm1 the:7' atre1aed tntemal :tbfti• 
tude rather than a:temal. protection. They ooru!d.derild it essential that their 
children have a .,,.. ot identitr am pride in ••lfJ it oth•a w1ll not be 
able to accept them for \that they a:te 1 then it is the enir.ll'onment that is 
wanting. 

Our tindinga necessarily modify our original tentati w )qpotbeaea 
and seem to bear out that this population is indeed ditterent tnm the general 
population, possesdng value characteristics much stronger than tho8e ll01'll8ll.y 
found in our society. 
POPUIATION TENTATIVE FJNDINGS 
l. All but tn tended to live in COlllllmities be)'Ond the large citJ'• 
Bo partioular reason was given for maldng their choiee. Eaoh 
gave eri.dence or having a stake in the cmamity, an ability and 
desire to integrate. and an in~at. in the general welfare ot 
its memberr.h Yet th.ey are largely' independent of cmnmn:tt)' 
aentimil!rnt. 
2. Few of these p&Nnte haw any long term: roots in the residential 
comimmities and ce l&T'gel,y mobile group. 
3. The group u to etbnic-ftational origin• aeemhlgly e:ddb:!ta high 
assimilation .fact.on With wale ~. 
4. These tamiliee usually seem to be fl-ea trom ethnocent,rism and to 
be low on 1"8018m. They :tndicate clues to gemdneH and stability 
ot a.pparemtl.y non-etlmocentric tam1liea. 
S • They tend to be ovar-rapresented in the upper :rangee ot the aocio-
&conol'ld.c epect:rw.u, 1.e. 1n income, ocwpation1 and educa\ton. 
6. !his group discloses low bias md a high tolerance toward others. 
1• '.the majority are formally conn•ted with almrches and with very 
law on no religious belief' and ••P conviction on the brothe:rilood 
~, diacloaing humanit~ values. 
a. Adopting a Bbok child is not necesaarily linked to social action 
participation in oi "5..1 rights orgtmisations a.a :membership vis. 
active participation. 
9. They demonst.rate a high ooncentrati<m. of political independence 
with no party oommitm&nt.J pollti-1 labels are not vitall.7 
ed.gniftcant. 
10• In terms ot marriage, t1U ia an 9'Jtt.'remely ltable pou.p imtofa.1' 
as lack of di"f'Ol"ee ia conoemed.. 
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U. No OOl'lllOn motivations could be directl;r attributed. to the ll"OUP 
as basically characteristic, althoudt the majorit,"6 1n ditf'erent 
degrees, hold a white conscience sensitivity whereby they are 
active 1n some f'orm of civil rights participation. Gener~ 
their motives tend to be humanitarian were values of the ~vi­
dual a.re 8t1"'9ssed. 
PARE!I'r TENTATIVE FI?IDIIJGS 
l. fhq disclose a realistic appndaal of their e&paoit7 to aocept 
a Black child 'ldth pencmal grat:ttication and as a humanita:rian 
a.et ld.thout display. 
2. The .ta.there of the family seemingly 1tand out as rather secure 1 
strong, Nspected and mch loved members of the f'amily. !be motlam 
appear to posseas mo.ch strength and self-PQasession u well u 
:matemal strivings! Nl'llizing the!?' fam:il.y roles and doing their 
beat in their .tUlt:t.Jlment.. 
3. In the formal. stability of the family• what seems of sign.1floance 
is the relaxed and contiXlued col!DW11cat1on betwam husband and 
wife nan under dureas. 
4. They seem to be home-focused parents, a "nuole~ fami:IT* • 
s. Although these p~s gain professional counsel and information, 
they are higbl;r ~of ou:tad.de :fnfluences in home dee"_._ 
They d5.selosed an e~gem••s to tJ',Y' neti S>oia:C !Ciiu without rear 
which may sel""f'e as added va.l.uea to society ts cross.,...aoial 
adoption.a. 
6. !nter'tility i• not a ma;jor factor as most couples have own 
chilcmen and some plan to have raon. 
"I• The parents indicate a high concentration of ao• previous Ol" 
present association wl th Black people through social and oocupa-
tional. inter-relationship. 
8. The families• recreational patterns aeaned. to be home-centered. 
9. Seem:lngl.y the adoptive parents a.re lass tied not only to their 
iramediate family systems butt to their total kindlip u wn .• 
io. '!'hey disclose a sensitivity to Black children mo fl.re "hard to 
place• md least adoptedJ they identU)' 14th the oppressed. 
u. It seems to be wida]T accepMcl b7' these ~ that th1a toa 
ot adoption lends itaelt in ID• small wq tova:rds ganu1ne one-
to-one relationships with JD.a* people. It ala :la regarded by 
them u a key' opportunity tor the oonoemed white. 
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12. '!hese p&l'ents seem to demonstrate a rm:ewd quality of li.fe, with 
emphasis on the importance ot the individual to aoe1e'fi7. 'lhfO" 
demonstrate that the mat neglltct.ed child 18 a community l"QpOftai• 
bility. 
13. These couples seemingly-underscore values of inner stt"ength and 
self reliance 'Whicb they w1ah to transmit to their children; 
:tntemal fortitude r«liher than external protection. 'lhey disclose 
aa belief that personal secunty is geined through Jove, under-
standing, and help received from within the tamtJ.n e.g.. ltonoe I 
knew the adaption to be ri.ght; tor all "'°1'1eemed, I waa w.il.11ng 
to sacrifice position,. connunit.71 etc•" 
14. i'hey eeem to individu.alize the child by attmtion to ga.1.n the 
Ml potential or child •s capacity towards growtil aad devel.opnwm.t. 
The parents demonstrate eonf1dence in their d.ecisiou around 
ehild trdmng• alln:lng boeedom of choice. Chance ob&er'V'&ticn 
suggests that ohUc:Jren within the tamil.v do not 1"t1le the home. 
The majov.ity of the pcaents diseloae agreement to teach each child 
to seek his OHn identity. 
15. The parents seem to find mah satisfaction in haring ad~ a 
Black child. 'lbey indicate 1-G 18 no more ditficult than rearing 
•0t-m• ahild and reeomend :1.t to 1'lllhers. 
16. '.illere aeems no apparent d:ifferemoe in Oft1'Gll. adjut.mant of t:he 
mack childJ it eouJ.d be usociated with mixing natural and 
adoptive children. 
17 • There seemingly is mdiea.ted a high ap'Pf'O'Val &'ld oontinu.ed 
aoeeptanee of the :fmnily by gre.ndpQQnt:a ainoe ad.option, and this 
becomes more positive with time. 
COMMDNITY TEHTATIVE FINDINGS 
1. Ho corrm'IWlity seems to diaclose an open sign 0£ rejection of the 
tamily or cbild. 
2. These communities apparently $bow deepening "sense of conmamj ty" 
end new ....,... of li'f'ing t'egether.11 
J. 'l'he majority of these commtmi ties seem to share similar 
characteristics in awx-ap or above average incomes, education, an 
occupational statue. 
4. Integration is good for the conmamity; vre should come to gripe 
with the sooial problems nov. 
S. The i.~ate neighbors disclose a high concentration o£ aecepta.."108 
of the f'~l.VJ e.g., "like the unexpected block birthday party for 
our meek clrl.ld. *' 
For the present, we a'l"9 1n a position where valuable data on hand do 
not easily lend themselves to interpretation. The material yields tentative 
hypotheses which come from one particular research project dealing with one 
relatively small poprU.ation. The direction of future research WOl~ld be the 
verification and ger.u•ralisation of o~ tentative findings by more definitive 
location of cases and application of sundry techniques. 
A priroe s1gnil'icance for ht\u.'le research atudy i8 the tilite adopti• 
tad.J.y itael.f • Are their characteristics simply general patterns ot the el.us 
level from which they come, or are these generic to all trans-raical adopUons? 
B.Y selecting respmvdbilit,' for a form of adoption which ia ditterent, moat of 
these couples have bean pleced m a very defensive position. How are they 
different from :inter.racial a.nd intraracial adopti-ve parents of d:U'f'e1'Gnt 
m:lnority children? 
The important treatment in this study' :!.s the eventual reaction of 
these ebildten to their racial heritage, their idctity; md their experience 
as adopted children ot ttb1 te parents in a .family cozustellation. To what degree 
will they be 1ntel!"m$diar;y in forming positiTe racial relationships between 
white and Black? 
Tile wrk of some a:loptive agencies whose practices radically have 
changed mat be recognized. There are Siana 0£ orientation towards the rising 
rad.al iuues, and to what degree are thq responsible 1n these adoption&? 
Ia the interest of the agencies sut.ficient to hn.ve thEHJe forms of a.doptions 
increase and continue? \tl~t white .tamiJiBs·:could not secure Black children 
for adaption? 
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'lhese lirtlt,fl)d observation.a are judgments based on periods of ~rience 
and working within Gook County Public >id, Chicago. J:Iowe-ver, no matter in 
'What small degree this study shaia light on some probable enirwers, the problem. 
still remains crucial in its own right. 
Herein &"9 contairied onl.v a few projective unrnmrored social questions 
for which time and 1.\>;tu.re research will hopefun_y provide some su.!11.cient 
perspeetfw and direction. In v:te-:.r of our present crucial racial tensions, 
it 18 imperative to continue the study of Negro ad.ontions. As suggested by 
llr. Ross Scherer, it is possible that the a"lpirical Pl"OC8SS could beconll a 
causal .f'actor either in the d:llD"l.lption of race relations, by OTer-exposing 
Blaok adoption relationships, or by- bringing to light ot..ber1d.se wmaticed 
aspects of' trane-racial. living., 

l. Client 
--------
2. Cue I}_ 
--------
)a Addren 
4. Date Case Opened Date Omae Cloud. 
s. Caseworkers 
6. Eoological•llamographic-Residence 
.. Own b0\188 
1>. Bmt house 
c. Bent a.pt. 
d. Other 
•• ~residence 
1. Ethnic1t1"-ffat1cmal. Origin 
a. National or.I.gin 
b. B1rthplace 
a. Age and Iitalt.h 
a. Age 
b. Ilel'lth 
9 • Occupa ticm 
a. Position 
b. Qpganisaticn 
10. ltiueation 
a. Grade sehool oomp~ed 
b. High School 1234 
c. College 1234 
d. Bachelor'• Depae 
•• Professional or 
Advaneed Degree 
n. Beligion, 
a. Protestant {Denomination) 
ba Cetholio 
c. Jewish 
d. other 
12. In what five organhationa do JOU emudder JQJ.raelt u aoti'99 
:in partioipe.tion? d. _______ _ 
··---------------
a. b.--------
o. 
----------------
]J. Familial Relationsip 
a. No. ot yrs• married ( ) 
'b. No. of children ( ) 
~h P.rev:tou marriage 
d. ab.ildren of prev.!.ous 
l'lJl1l"l"iage 
•• P.reT:i.oua adoption 
t. m.wroed 
g. W1dowed. 
lL.. Htma :Jlft1 had any pre'fious «xperienoe in vorldng with the Negro 
ohild? If ;ves, apec1.ty. 
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15. Jn the request ot the cbild1 was •7 age, sex or shade m-eferred? 
16. In the tamiJ.1' planning for adc>ptd.on1 were 1'0U1' own ehlldron and 
PfiL?'GlltS imolved? 
23. Vil.at adv.lee WOUld JR otter on the basis 0£ experience to another 
l&ite couple who desires to adopt a Negro child? 
24. W:t th all th~ bei~ equal; would :'JOU adopt again a mack obiltl? 
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